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Abstract

We explore how banks’ local lending market specialization shapes their loan supply
in response to monetary policy changes. Using data from the U.S. mortgage market,
we find that when the Fed funds rate declines, banks increase new mortgage lending
growth by more in markets where they are more specialized, i.e. lent more in the
past, relative to other markets. This result holds when controlling for local lending
opportunities and bank-year level heterogeneity. We also document relevant aggregate
county-level and bank-level implications of this channel. After a decrease in the Fed
funds rate: (i) mortgage markets with more exposure to specialized banks experience
a higher increase in aggregate new mortgage supply and house price growth and (ii)
banks increase (decrease) their average specialization (diversification) growth. We pro-
vide theoretical and empirical evidence in line with heterogeneous lending costs across
markets, related to informational asymmetries, being a relevant driver of the results.
Our findings suggest that bank’s local specialization is an important determinant for
the transmission of monetary policy to the economy and that it is itself affected by
monetary policy changes.
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1 Introduction

Banks are key agents in the transmission of monetary policy to the real economy (Kashyap

and Stein, 1995; Kishan and Opiela, 2000; Drechsler, Savov and Schnabl, 2017). One relevant

characteristic of banking markets is their heterogeneous presence in different local markets,

local specialization, as it affects information collection of banks (Loutskina and Strahan,

2011) and also how they are exposed to idiosyncratic local shocks (Goetz, Laeven and Levine,

2016). In this study, we propose and test, how banks’ local specialization in lending markets

is a relevant determinant for the transmission of monetary policy to the economy.

We find that after an easing of monetary policy, banks increase new mortgage lending

growth by more in counties where they are more specialized, i.e. they lent more in the past,

relative to other markets.1 This is what we call the local specialization channel. We document

how this local specialization channel, by affecting new mortgage lending at the county level,

induces relevant regional effects affecting house price growth, which has been shown to

be important for household borrowing and financial stability (Cloyne, Huber, Ilzetzki and

Kleven, 2019; Mian and Sufi, 2009), and also affects banks’ overall diversification which can

affect their resiliency to economic shocks. We provide theoretical and empirical evidence in

line with this channel being due to banks facing heterogeneous marginal lending costs across

local markets that can be linked to a given bank facing differential informational asymmetries

across markets.

Our results are important for two reasons. First, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,

we are the first paper to provide evidence, and a simple theoretical setup, in line with the

bank’s local market specialization being a relevant channel for the transmission of monetary

policy to regional mortgage lending and house prices. The results we present are robust to

various specifications and measures, and their aggregate economic effects are large. Second,

we provide evidence suggesting that monetary policy is a determinant of how banks are

geographically specialized (or diversified) in local mortgage markets. Low monetary policy

rate levels increase bank specialization (diversification) incentives, and in doing so, they may

impact banks’ exposure to negative shocks in local markets.

Our analyses are subject to two common identification challenges in the empirical banking

literature: our results might be driven by changes in local lending opportunities and/or bank-

year level heterogeneity and not by changes in bank’s loan supply. If monetary policy changes

affect local lending opportunities and/or the liability side of banks, we cannot attribute

changes in loan quantities to changes in loan supply due to local market specialization. As

1While our main results are average effects, we interpret our results coming from decreases in the interest
rate levels because, as we will explain below, further tests show that the proposed channel is especially
present after an easing of monetary policy.
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we will now explain, our data and estimation procedures allow us to address these concerns.

We analyze the mortgage market using origination data collected under the Home Mort-

gage Disclosure Act (HMDA) from the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council

(FFIEC) for the years 1994 to 2019. We measure growth in new mortgage lending at the

bank-county-year level and construct a measure of bank specialization at the bank-county-

year level. This latter measure captures the relative importance of each county for a given

bank. We state that a bank is more specialized in a given market if the relative amount

of new mortgages originated in such market is higher. The granularity of the data allows

us to absorb potential confounding demand effects with county-time fixed effects and bank

time-variant heterogeneity with bank-time fixed effects. In our most saturated specification,

we are effectively comparing at the same time new mortgage lending growth originated by

different banks facing different levels of local specialization in the same market and year, and

new mortgage lending growth originated by the same bank in different markets where it faces

different levels of local specialization. The identifying assumptions for our estimates captur-

ing supply effects are: (i) that banks can allocate funds internally; and (ii) that banks located

in the same market face the same change in local lending opportunities. Both assumptions

are standard in the empirical banking literature (e.g., Gilje, Loutskina and Strahan (2016);

Cortés, Demyanyk, Li, Loutskina and Strahan (2020))

It is important to highlight that, while analyzing the mortgage market helps in ame-

liorating some identification challenges, the mortgage market is in itself a very important

market to analyze. The mortgage market is not only one of the most relevant credit markets

for banks and households but also has been argued to be at the core of important economic

fluctuations like the recent financial crisis (Mian and Sufi, 2009; Favara and Imbs, 2015;

Cortés and Strahan, 2017; Demyanyk and Loutskina, 2016).

Our first finding indicates that bank’s local mortgage market specialization affects the

transmission of monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth. This holds when we

control for potential changes in local lending opportunities and bank-year heterogeneity.

We document how following a 100 basis points (bps) decline in the Fed funds rate, a one

standard deviation increase in bank’s local mortgage market specialization increases new

mortgage lending growth by 54.3 bps.

One concern regarding this first finding is that it could be driven by other banks’ local

market structure characteristics that may affect the transmission of monetary policy to loan

supply and could be correlated with local market specialization. Some of these characteristics

could be banks’ local loan market share (Giannetti and Saidi, 2019) or banks’ exposure to

local deposit market concentration (Drechsler et al., 2017).2 To ameliorate this concern, we

2Note that in our main specification where we control for bank-year level heterogeneity, by including
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show that bank’s local mortgage market specialization is still economically and statistically

relevant when controlling for the effect of both, local loan market share and bank exposure

to local deposit market concentration.

Another concern is that this finding could be driven by central bank information shocks

instead of actual changes in the interest rates. To address this concern we follow Jarociński

and Karadi (2020) and use monetary policy shocks purged from the effect of information

shocks, and find that our result is robust when we use the computed exogenous monetary

policy shocks and control for potential changes in local lending opportunities and bank-year

heterogeneity.

To verify the consistency of our first finding we perform several additional robustness

tests. First, as we do not have information on the stock of mortgages disaggregated by

markets, we proxy bank’s local mortgage market specialization using different measures of

the specialization variable, such as using two-period lag, the average for the whole sample

period, the average for the previous five years and by constructing specialization for the

average from 1994 to 2004 and then testing the influence of such measure for the period after

2005.3 Results hold with these alternative measures of specialization. Second, we show that

our results are robust to different specifications of the mortgage market and to an alternative

definition of the outcome variable. In particular, including all mortgage markets where banks

originate mortgage lending (even if they originate a low amount), focusing only on mortgage

lending originated to hold in the balance sheet, focusing on mortgage lending originated only

for home purchase, focusing on jumbo mortgages or including entries and exits into local

markets, leave our results qualitatively unaffected. The results are also qualitatively similar

when we use different measures of the growth of new lending such as the log-difference (Favara

and Imbs, 2015).4 We also investigate whether specific sample periods may be driving the

results. Importantly, we provide evidence that the local specialization channel is especially

driven by the effect of decreases in the monetary policy rates. Drechsler, Savov and Schnabl

(2022) show that monetary policy impacted the U.S. housing boom, Gelman, Goldstein

and MacKinlay (2021) demonstrate how bank’s geographic diversification influences credit

supply during crisis periods and Altavilla, Boucinha and Peydró (2018) show that under

a low-interest rate environment, monetary policy does not work as intended. We provide

bank-year fixed effects, we absorb the effect of bank exposure to local deposit market concentration. So,
to include the effect of bank exposure to concentrated deposit markets as a control, we need to omit the
bank-year fixed effects

3This latter specification gives evidence that endogeneity issues of the specialization variable may not be
a fundamental driver of our results.

4Another concern is that past new mortgage lending growth of banks in specific markets may be driving
the results and affecting the transmission of monetary policy to loan supply. We show in the appendix that
our results hold when we control for this effect.
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evidence that our results are not driven by these specific sample periods, as they hold when

we focus on the U.S. housing boom period, when we exclude such period from the sample,

when we do not include the years related to the Great Recession or when we focus on the

sample period from 1994 to 2013, which excludes the low-interest rate period. Finally, we

include non-depository institutions in the analysis and provide additional evidence that loan

supply originated by any type of financial institution, regardless of its deposit insurance

condition, is affected by monetary policy changes heterogeneously depending on its level of

local specialization. We find that the effect is amplified for non-depository institutions as

monetary policy may have a higher effect on their funding costs.5

We then analyze the aggregate implications of the channel we have documented, both at

the county level and at the bank level. To do so, we first compute the county level exposure

to local specialized banks in the mortgage market and examine its effect on the transmission

of monetary policy to regional new mortgage lending, house prices, and economic activity

(wage and employment) growth. Consistent with our previous results, we find that after

an easing of monetary policy, counties exposed to banks that are more specialized in that

mortgage market, suffer a higher increase in aggregate new mortgage lending and house

price growth relative to other counties.6 We obtain that a one standard deviation increase in

county level exposure to specialized banks increases new mortgage lending growth by 123.84

and house price growth by 8.66 bps per 100 bps decrease in the Fed funds rate. We also

document how these results hold when, as in the previous analysis, we control for other

relevant bank’s local market characteristics, and when we use alternative mortgage market

definitions, sample periods, and measures of the outcome variable.

We then turn to analyze the aggregate effects at the bank level. To do so we com-

pute the average bank’s local specialization, which is the opposite of banks’ geographical

diversification, to examine the impact of monetary policy on aggregate bank specialization

(diversification) growth. We find that banks suffer an increase in their aggregate local spe-

cialization growth, i.e. reduction in geographic diversification, after an easing of monetary

policy, even when we control for time-invariant bank heterogeneity. We estimate that for a

100 bps decrease in the Fed funds rate, bank’s specialization growth increases by 41 bps. As

in our previous analyses, we document how this result is robust to using alternative mortgage

markets, an alternative construction of the outcome variable, and a different sample period.

We end our analysis by studying a plausible mechanism consistent with our findings,

5These results strengthen the finding that lenders’ specialization in local markets is a relevant channel
for the transmission of monetary policy to the economy.

6We do not find robust evidence that economic activity measured by wages and employment is also
significantly affected by this channel. While we find some mild effects in line with our general results on
wage growth, they are not economically or statistically so meaningful.
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which is the existence of heterogeneous marginal lending costs across local markets for a given

bank. We first provide a simple theoretical model in which a bank faces different marginal

lending costs across markets and funds itself at the monetary policy rate. We assume that the

bank has an exogenous market-specific lending cost function that is increasing and convex.

Crucially the convexity of the function differs across markets and, hence, the bank has

lower lending costs in some markets (the ones with a lower convex cost function) relative to

others. We first show how the bank lends more, i.e. is more specialized in markets in which

the lending cost function is less convex. We then show how, in line with our results, the bank

increases lending relatively more strongly to monetary policy decreases in such markets.7

We then provide empirical evidence related to heterogeneity in bank lending costs being

a plausible underlying mechanism of our previous findings. We do so by focusing on different

proxies of informational asymmetries between the bank and its borrowers that have argued

to affect lending. We argue, following Bolton, Freixas, Gambacorta and Mistrulli (2016),

that banks may face lower marginal lending costs of screening and/or monitoring borrowers

in markets close to their bank’s headquarters, as the transmission of soft information from

distant bank branches to its headquarters is more difficult. Therefore, we use physical

distance from markets to bank’s headquarters and an indicator variable for the market where

the bank is headquartered as proxies for higher and lower increasingly marginal lending costs,

respectively. We empirically show that banks tend to specialize more and their loan supply

has higher sensitivity to monetary policy changes in markets where they face lower marginal

lending costs proxied by these two measures.

Taken together, our novel findings show how bank specialization decisions are relevant for

the transmission of monetary policy to the economy and how they are shaped by monetary

policy, hence having important implications for understanding the overall effects of monetary

policy on the economy. These findings help to inform the conduct of monetary policy and

in anticipating its heterogeneous effects lead to more informed monetary policy decisions.

1.1 Literature Review

This paper contributes to several strands of the literature. First, our article relates to long-

standing literature on the transmission of monetary policy to the real economy through bank

lending, the bank lending channel. The focus of this literature has primarily been on the effect

7While our basic setup has the focus on homogeneous banks, we provide empirical evidence suggesting
that banks face lending cost functions taking different forms. We find that banks having different char-
acteristics experience dissimilar sensitivities on loan supply to the specialization channel. We also provide
evidence consistent with depository and non-depository financial institutions having different sensitivities to
the channel we present. It further suggests that different types of financial intermediaries face lending costs
taking different forms as their loan supply reaction to the specialization channel is heterogeneous.
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of Federal funds rate changes on commercial banks (Bernanke and Blinder, 1988; Bernanke,

1992; Kashyap, Stein and Wilcox, 1993; Kashyap and Stein, 2000; Jiménez, Ongena, Peydró

and Saurina, 2012). This literature has emphasized the role of different bank characteristics

affecting the transmission of monetary policy to bank lending such as size (Kashyap and

Stein, 1995, 2000; Kishan and Opiela, 2000), liquidity (Kashyap and Stein, 2000; Jiménez

et al., 2012), capital (Jiménez et al., 2012), leverage (Kishan and Opiela, 2000; Dell’Ariccia,

Laeven and Suarez, 2017) and the exposure to interest rate risk (Gomez, Landier, Sraer and

Thesmar, 2021).8 To this literature we contribute by providing evidence of bank geographical

lending specialization being a key driver of bank lending responses to Fed funds changes.

On this strand of literature, our article is most closely related to studies analyzing the

role of banking market structure characteristics in the transmission of monetary policy to the

economy. Imperfect competition in the banking market has been theoretically (Dell’Ariccia,

Laeven and Marquez, 2014; Drechsler et al., 2017; Martinez-Miera and Repullo, 2020) and

empirically (Scharfstein and Sunderam, 2016; Drechsler et al., 2017) examined as a relevant

friction for the transmission of monetary policy. Drechsler et al. (2017) provides a theoretical

setup and empirical findings, showing how a tightening of monetary policy impacts more

strongly the reduction of deposit quantities in concentrated compared to competitive deposit

markets. As a result, this translates into a larger negative effect on bank lending. This is

the so called deposits channel of monetary policy that works through bank market power

in the deposit market.9 Scharfstein and Sunderam (2016) show how local concentration

in mortgage lending reduces the sensitivity of mortgage rates and refinancing activity to

mortgage-backed security (MBS) yields.

While Drechsler et al. (2017) and Scharfstein and Sunderam (2016) focus on imperfect

competition in the deposit or loan market for the pass-through of monetary policy to lending,

we focus on providing evidence and a simple theoretical setup, of a novel market structure

characteristic affecting this transmission, bank’s local lending specialization.

Our paper is also related to empirical research on how shocks affecting banks are trans-

mitted to the economy depending on banking market structure characteristics such as local

bank market share. Giannetti and Saidi (2019) show that banks are more likely to internal-

ize negative spillovers and provide liquidity in periods of distress to industries where they

have a high market share. In other words, they provide evidence that bank market share

affects the transmission of bad times.10 In similar lines, Favara and Giannetti (2017) show

8Similar to these studies, Agarwal, Chomsisengphet, Mahoney and Stroebel (2018) focus on the relevance
of asymmetric information between borrowers and banks for the pass-through of funding costs to bank
lending.

9They find that the deposit rate of branches of banks located in concentrated deposit markets has a lower
sensitivity to changes in the interest rates relative to other branches of the same bank.

10We show that our results hold if we include a control for the effect of local market share for the trans-
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that lenders with a high share of outstanding mortgages on their balance sheets have more

incentives to internalize the negative spillover effects of foreclosures. Paravisini, Rappoport

and Schnabl (2017) and Karakaya, Michalski and Örs (2022) exploit the U.S. banking dereg-

ulation to empirically investigate whether bank’s export market specialization affects firms’

exports after credit supply shocks and how industry specialization influences industry growth

in the states where banks entered recently, respectively. De Jonghe, Dewachter, Mulier, On-

gena and Schepens (2020) study how a negative funding shock triggered by the collapse of

Lehman Brothers in September 2008 affected bank reallocation of credit depending on bank

market share, bank specialization, and firm risk. Finally, Gupta (2021) developed a theoret-

ical model where lenders with many outstanding mortgages have incentives to extend risky

credit to prop up house prices.

We depart from these previous studies by analyzing how monetary policy affects bank’s

local specialization decisions and by showing how bank’s local specialization affects the

transmission of monetary policy to lending supply. To the best of our knowledge, we are the

first to show that monetary policy is one determinant of bank’s local specialization and that

bank’s local specialization affects the transmission of monetary policy to the economy.

The second strand of literature we contribute to is the literature on the real effects

of bank specialization and diversification. Existing studies show that banks specialize, i.e.,

concentrate their lending activities in certain industries and markets (Loutskina and Strahan,

2011; Giometti and Pietrosanti, 2019; Blickle, Parlatore and Saunders, 2021). Specialized

banks can offer better loan conditions, such as less restrictive covenants and lower spreads,

and invest more in information collection. Berger, Minnis and Sutherland (2017b) find that

banks are less likely to demand audited financial statements from industries and markets

where they are specialized and Xiao and Zheng (2021) give evidence on information spillovers

from bank’s industry specialization to its mortgage lending allocation.11

This literature also focuses on analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of bank di-

versification and highlights that it is not clear whether diversification leads to greater bank

stability. On the one hand, some papers argue that diversification could undermine moni-

toring incentives. Acharya, Hasan and Saunders (2006) argue that diversification may lower

monitoring effectiveness and increase risk-taking and Loutskina and Strahan (2011) find that

concentrated mortgage lenders invest more on information collection, have higher profits and

their profits vary less systematically compared to diversified lenders during the 2007-2008

crisis. Berger, El Ghoul, Guedhami and Roman (2017a) provide evidence of internationaliza-

mission of monetary policy to loan supply.
11Duquerroy, Mazet-Sonilhac, Mésonnier and Paravisini (2022) find that bank branches specialize by

industry affecting lending to small businesses in France and Di and Pattison (2022) analyze the small business
lenders’ increasing tendency to specialize in certain industries and its impact on credit and competition.
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tion increasing bank risk caused by higher exposure to market-specific factors, the opposite

of diversification of operations reducing bank risk. At last, Goetz, Laeven and Levine (2013)

and Chu, Deng and Xia (2020) exploit the U.S. banking deregulation to provide evidence

that bank geographic diversification reduces bank holding company valuations and increases

systemic risk through its impact on asset similarity, respectively.

On the other hand, some papers argue that diversification reduces bank risk and influ-

ences positively lending origination during the crisis, hence generating good spillovers to the

real economy. Gelman et al. (2021) empirically analyze geographic and business line diversi-

fication and find that banks with more diversified assets lend more during the crisis periods

inducing positive regional real effects in terms of aggregate new small business lending and

employment. Consistent with this finding, Doerr and Schaz (2021) show that geographically

diversified banks maintain higher loan supply during a crisis using their international syndi-

cated loan portfolio. It leads to positive real effects for firms in terms of higher investment

and employment growth. Goetz et al. (2016) show that geographic diversification of banks

reduces exposure to idiosyncratic local shocks. Bord, Ivashina and Taliaferro (2021) and

Levine, Lin and Xie (2021) provide evidence that diversification implies lower risk and it

provides banks with better access to funding, especially during crisis periods.12

Overall, we contribute to this literature by analyzing bank specialization by showing

how Fed funds rate changes are key determinants of how bank geographical specialization

(diversification) is determined. We show how a decrease in the Fed funds rate increases

(reduces) banks’ local market specialization (diversification) growth. We also contribute by

providing a novel relevant effect of specialization for the real economy, the transmission of

monetary policy.

This paper also relates to work on the effect of credit supply on aggregate economic

activity and the price of assets. Previous studies have demonstrated that changes in credit

supply, coming from different lending channels, affected real economic outcomes, measured

by employment (Chodorow-Reich, 2014; Lin, 2020; Luck and Zimmermann, 2020) and wage

growth (Drechsler et al., 2017). Abundant evidence shows that asset prices are affected by

changes in credit supply. While Favilukis, Ludvigson and Van Nieuwerburgh (2017) show

theoretically that lowering financing constraints leads to an increase in house prices, empirical

evidence for this link is provided by Favara and Imbs (2015), Di Maggio and Kermani (2017)

12Gilje et al. (2016) highlight the relevance of banks for being geographically diversified as they can
allocate funds internally from markets with excess raised funds to markets with more lending opportunities.
Traversa and Vuillemey (2019) use branch-level data to empirically study how banks expand or contract to
local markets. They find that banks expand in counties that are similar in terms of industry composition,
to those in which they are located and that banks are more likely to contract in more similar areas. Favara
and Imbs (2015) use the U.S. branching deregulation to show how banks expand credit, leading to house
price increases, after the bank’s geographic diversification.
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and Blickle (2022).13 Our paper extends this literature by highlighting the importance of

a novel mechanism for the transmission of monetary policy changes, banks’ geographical

specialization, affecting house prices, and, slightly, regional economic activity.

Our article is also related to work in the banking literature emphasizing the role of non-

insured financial institutions in the transmission of monetary policy to the economy. Xiao

(2020), Elliott, Meisenzahl and Peydró (2021) and Cucic and Gorea (2021) show that non-

insured financial institutions dampen the impact of monetary policy while Drechsler et al.

(2022) study how the tightening of monetary policy during the U.S. housing boom affect

differently bank and nonbank lenders.14 Our article shows that local market specialization

is relevant, and it is even moreso, for the transmission of monetary policy to new mortgage

lending growth when including nonbank lenders.

In the remainder of the paper, Section ?? describes the data, Section ?? discusses our

empirical methods and reports the micro evidence on lending, Section ?? examines the

regional aggregate implications on lending, house prices, and economic activity, Section ??

reports the aggregate implications on bank specialization, Section ?? presents the theoretical

model and empirical evidence consistent with the mechanism behind our results, and Section

?? concludes.

2 Data

2.1 Data Sources

For our study, we need information on bank loans to borrowers in a wide range of local

markets. In the absence of data on all bank credit disaggregated by local markets, we focus

on the mortgage market as it is one of the largest markets for banks.15 In doing so, we follow

many empirical studies analyzing heterogeneous lending origination across markets in the

United States (e.g., Favara and Imbs (2015); Gilje et al. (2016); Favara and Giannetti (2017);

Cortés and Strahan (2017); Doerr, Kabas and Ongena (2020)). We use data obtained from

the FFIEC HMDA database.

The HMDA database covers the vast majority of mortgage activity of commercial banks,

13Related to credit supply affecting house prices, Favara and Giannetti (2017) find that lenders with a
large share of outstanding mortgages on their balance sheets exhibit less propensity to foreclose due to higher
incentives on internalizing negative spillovers, having an impact on house prices at the zip code level.

14Mian and Sufi (2009) and Justiniano, Primiceri and Tambalotti (2019) focus on the housing boom period
to document its impact on the Great Recession. We provide evidence suggesting that our local specialization
mechanism for the transmission of monetary policy is amplified during the U.S. housing boom period.

15See in Figure A1 of the appendix that outstanding mortgages constitute between 47 to 63 percent of
total outstanding loans of U.S. banks from 1994 to 2019.
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thrifts, credit unions, and mortgage companies (Mian and Sufi (2009), Favara and Imbs

(2015), Favara and Giannetti (2017)).16 It provides information on size, type and purpose of

the loan, whether the loan was approved, denied or purchased, county and state location of

the property purchased using the mortgage, as well as information on borrower characteristics

such as self-reported income, race and sex.

Our sample, built at the bank-county-year level, measures the amount of total housing-

related loans originated (including mortgages for home-purchase, refinancing and improve-

ment) from depository institutions (i.e. banks) as in Gilje et al. (2016).17 To differentiate

between depository and non-depository institutions, we use the so called “HMDA Lender

file” compiled by Robert Avery for most lenders who have ever reported mortgage origina-

tions in HMDA as in Demyanyk and Loutskina (2016). While we focus on banks for our

main analyses we also use non-depository institutions in some robustness checks.18 We also

focus on mortgages originated to hold and sell as we are interested in the originated amount

rather than if banks keep lending on their balance sheet.19 We consider counties to be local

banking markets, following standard practices in the empirical banking literature (see, for

example, Gilje et al. (2016), Drechsler et al. (2017), Lin (2020)).20 Our sample begins in

1994 and ends in 2019.21

16Whether a lender is covered by the HMDA database depends on its size, the extent of its activity in a
Central Business Statistical Area (CBSA), and the relevance of mortgage lending in its own portfolio. See
Gilje et al. (2016) and Cortés and Strahan (2017) for a more comprehensive description of HMDA data.

17From now on, we refer to this structure of data where we observe the amount of lending originated by
each bank in each county (i.e. market) and year as bank-county-year level data. We divide (deflate) the
amount of new mortgage lending by the consumer price index in order to have more comparable quantities
across the sample period as in Drechsler et al. (2017). In our preferred specification (column 1 of Table 2)
we have mortgage lending growth information for 12,082 unique depository institutions.

18We use the variable ENTITYyy that takes the Federal Reserve Board Entity number (RSSD9001) for the
lending institution if it is a commercial bank, thrift or credit union. For subsidiaries of BHC, it corresponds
to the entity number of the lead bank or thrift in the holding company. These institutions are classified
as banks, and they comprise our main sample for this research. For independent mortgage companies that
comprise our sample classified as nonbanks, the variable takes a value of zero unless additional information
indicates that it is a subsidiary of a commercial bank or thrift. If the independent mortgage company is a
subsidiary of a holding company, its mortgage lending is attributed to the lead bank in the holding company.
We show in Table 6 that our results hold when including non-depository institutions in the analysis.

19We show in robustness tests that our results are robust to including only home purchase loans as in Cortés
and Strahan (2017) and Loutskina and Strahan (2009) or to not including mortgages originated to sell. We
also drop from our sample Federal Housing Administration (FHA) insured, Veterans Administration (VA)
guaranteed, Farm Service Agency (FSA) and Rural Housing Service (RHS) mortgages following Loutskina
and Strahan (2009).

20Following Cortés et al. (2020), we restrict our sample to markets where a given bank made at least five
loans in period t−1 in order to eliminate noise stemming from counties with an insignificant amount of loans
originated by a given bank. We show in Table 5 that our results are robust to analyzing the whole sample
of bank-counties.

21Our sample stops in December 2019 in order to not be affected by Covid-19 related issues as it is not
the purpose of this study.
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We collect the Fed funds target rate as our main measure of monetary policy rates from

the Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED) as in Drechsler et al. (2017). We use the end of

period aggregation method and, after the introduction of a target corridor in 2008, compute

the average of the upper and lower Fed funds target rate. More specifically, we use annual

data on the Fed funds target rate corresponding to the last quarter of each year.22

We collect county level data on house prices from the Federal Housing Finance Agency

(FHFA) following Chakraborty, Goldstein and MacKinlay (2018), Lin (2020) and Doerr

et al. (2020). The series are calibrated using appraisal values and sales prices for mortgages

bought or guaranteed by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.23 We use data on total wages and

employment at the county level to measure local economic activity from the Quarterly Census

of Employment and Wages (QCEW) and the Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS)

programs provided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). We use data on house prices,

wages and employment per county and year from 1994 to 2019.

We use deposit market data in order to control for bank exposure to local deposit market

concentration that has been shown to affect the transmission of monetary policy to bank’s

loan supply (Drechsler et al., 2017). This information is obtained from the Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation (FDIC) Summary of Deposits (SOD) database. The FDIC collects

information for the universe of U.S. bank branches at an annual frequency from June 1994

onwards. The data includes information on branch characteristics such as deposit quantities,

parent bank and geographic location.

We collect bank level data on total assets and headquarters location from the U.S. Call

Reports provided by the FDIC.24 We use data corresponding to the last quarter of each

year from 1994 to 2019. Although this data is available at the quarterly level, we only use

end-of-year data to merge it with mortgage market data. We match bank level data from

the U.S. Call Reports to the HMDA bank-county level data using the Federal Reserve Board

entity’s unique identifier.

2.2 Variable Definitions

We define the growth of new mortgage lending following Cortés et al. (2020) to mitigate the

effect of outliers (e.g., due to a small denominator). To do so, we normalize the year-to-year

change in new mortgage lending amount by the midpoint of new mortgage lending between

the two years, as follows:

22We also use the estimated monetary policy shocks following Jarociński and Karadi (2020) to disentangle
the effect of interest rate changes from central bank information shocks and our results hold.

23See Bogin, Doerner and Larson (2019) for a more detailed description of house price index data.
24More specifically, we use the Federal Reserve Board number 2170 to measure total assets.
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Growthbct =
Abct − Abct−1

(Abct + Abct−1)/2
(1)

where A represents the amount of new mortgage lending, b represents the bank, c rep-

resents county, and t represents year. With this definition, the growth variable is bounded

above (+2) and below (-2) and it is equal to zero for banks in counties that do not register

any variation in new mortgage lending.25 This definition of growth has been used in re-

lated research by Berton, Mocetti, Presbitero and Richiardi (2018), Luck and Zimmermann

(2020) and Doerr et al. (2020) among others, in order to calculate employment, lending

and/or deposits growth.26

We exploit differences in banks’ specialization to study the transmission of monetary

policy to new mortgage lending growth. First, we define bank’s specialization of bank b in

county c and year t as the share of new mortgage lending originated by bank b in county c

in year t, divided by the total amount of new mortgage lending originated by bank b in a

year t.27 We label this variable as Specbct and it is defined in equation 2:

Specbct =
Abct

Abt

(2)

Higher values of bank’s specialization in a given local market and year imply that the

specific local market is more important for the overall bank’s allocation of new mortgage

lending during that year.

To study the aggregate regional and bank implications of our results, we compute two

measures of specialization, one at the county and another at the bank level. We measure the

county level exposure to banks that are specialized in that market calculated as the weighted

average of Specbct across all banks originating new mortgage loans, using the amount of new

mortgage loans originated as weights. We label this variable as CSpecct and it is defined in

equation 3:

25The boundaries of the variable measure entries and exits of banks in local markets. Despite we do not
include entries and exits in our main specification, we show in Table 5 that our main result holds when we
include them.

26We use the log-difference as an alternative measure of new mortgage lending growth as in Favara and
Imbs (2015) that uses the log-difference of county-level activity in the mortgage market. We show in Tables
5 and 12 that our results hold when using this dependent variable at the bank-county and county level,
respectively.

27We construct bank’s local specialization in mortgage markets using new mortgage lending because we do
not have information on the stock of loans disaggregated by local markets. Nevertheless, our variable seems
to be measuring local mortgage market specialization because it is stable across periods, having a high serial
correlation as shown in Table A1 of the appendix, and results hold if we use alternative specifications of the
specialization variable, as shown in Table 5.
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CSpecct =
n∑

b=1

Specbct × Abct

Act

(3)

According to this definition, this variable captures the extent to which new mortgage

lending of a local market (i.e., county) in a year is originated by banks specialized in that

specific market and year.

To calculate aggregate banks’ average specialization, we compute the weighted average

of Specbct across all markets, using the amount of new mortgage loans originated in each

county c as weights. We label this variable as BSpecbt and it is defined in equation 4:

BSpecbt =
n∑

c=1

Specbct × Abct

Abt

(4)

High bank’s average specialization implies that a large share of new mortgage lending

originated by a given bank and year is concentrated in markets where the bank is specialized.

2.3 Summary Statistics

Panel A of Table 1 presents summary statistics at the bank-county-year level for the mortgage

market using HMDA and FDIC data. The average bank-county originates a quantity of

89 new mortgages corresponding to an average amount of $17.3 million of new mortgages

originated per year. Growth of new mortgage lending has a mean of -11.5 bps and a standard

deviation of 71 bps. The average bank-county has a level of specialization equal to 7.9 bps.28

Panel B provides county level summary statistics for the HMDA, FHFA and BLS data.

Banks originate $376 million of new mortgage lending in the average county representing a

growth of 8 bps. The average county has 45 thousand of total employed population, $1.8

billion of total wages and a house price index of 242.29 The average county level employment,

total wage bill and house price index growth are 0.4, 3.5 and 2.7 bps, respectively. There are

57 banks on average originating mortgage lending in each U.S. county. Finally, the average

county is exposed to a level of CSpec of 6.8 bps.

Panel C presents summary statistics at the bank level for the HMDA and FDIC data.

The average bank originates mortgage lending in 28 markets and has $2 billion of total

assets. It also has an average bank’s local specialization of 48.5 bps and an average bank’s

local specialization growth of -2.8 bps.

28Note that these summary statistics correspond to our main sample of bank-county-year observations
where banks originate at least five loans in period t− 1 in a given market.

29We obtain publicly available data on house price index from the FHFA which is available for 2,755
counties between 1994 and 2019 and not for all counties in our mortgage market sample (around 3,227
counties).
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Our empirical analysis uses variation in local market exposure to specialized banks to

analyze regional aggregate implications of the channel we present. As defined more precisely

above, we measure county exposure to specialized banks in a given year as CSpecct.

Figure 1 presents a map of the average county exposure for the sample period from

1994 to 2019 across the United States. A higher number indicates that new mortgage

lending is originated by banks that are more specialized in that market. There is significant

variation across counties, from a minimum average county exposure of 0.0001 to a maximum

of 0.63. This variation allows us to study the aggregate regional effects for the transmission

of monetary policy through county exposure to specialized banks.

3 Results on Bank Lending: Micro Evidence

3.1 Identification Strategy

In this section, we analyze how bank’s local market specialization affects the transmission

of monetary policy to bank lending supply. One main identification challenge arises due to

the potential omitted variables. The most important omitted variables are the change in

local lending opportunities (i.e., local loan demand) and bank-year level heterogeneity (e.g.,

massive deposit outflows from a specific bank). If changes in the Fed funds rate affect local

lending opportunities, changes in loan quantities may be caused by loan demand and not by

loan supply, which is a core and well-known problem in the banking literature (Khwaja and

Mian, 2008; Degryse, De Jonghe, Jakovljević, Mulier and Schepens, 2019). Also, if changes

in the Fed funds rate affect the liability side of banks differently (Dell’Ariccia et al., 2017;

Drechsler et al., 2017; Heider, Saidi and Schepens, 2019), changes in loan supply may be

caused by changes in bank financing instead of their local loan market specialization.

We address these identification challenges by comparing at the same time lending origi-

nated by different banks in the same market and year (see, for example, Gilje et al. (2016);

Drechsler et al. (2017); Lin (2020); Cortés et al. (2020)), and lending originated by the same

bank in different markets where it faces different levels of specialization (see, for example,

Drechsler et al. (2017); Lin (2020); Cortés et al. (2020)).30 We refer to it as a within-bank-

county estimation strategy. The main identifying assumptions for our specifications to be

controlling for changes in local lending opportunities and bank-specific shocks are that banks

located in the same market face the same change in lending opportunities and banks can al-

30Cortés et al. (2020) uses at the same time a within-county and within-bank estimation including county-
time and bank-time fixed effects to reduce the potential for credit demand to drive their results and to absorb
all sources of bank-year-level heterogeneity, respectively.
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locate deposits across branches.31 This last assumption implies that their decision on raising

deposits and originate loans are separated. In other words, overall bank-specific shocks due

to monetary policy changes are transmitted equally to their lending decisions across markets.

If a bank suffers from huge deposit outflows for one year and cannot perfectly substitute de-

posits with other sources of financing, then reducing lending origination, this reduction of

lending supply would be homogenous across markets. This assumption is supported by Gilje

et al. (2016), who provide evidence that banks facing liquidity inflows after shale booms in-

crease their origination of new loans in markets other than the one experiencing the liquidity

windfall.32

3.2 Bank-County Level Estimation: Main Result

We now apply our within-bank-county estimation strategy to study the effect of bank’s local

specialization in the loan market for the transmission of monetary policy to loan supply using

information from the mortgage market.33 As previously explained, we control for the change

in local lending opportunities and bank-year level heterogeneity by running the following

panel regression including bank-time and county-time fixed effects:

∆ybct = ωbt + γct + β1∆FFt × Specbct−1 + β2Specbct−1 + ϵbct, (5)

where ∆ybct is the growth of the amount of new mortgage lending originated by bank b in

county c at year t, Specbct−1 is the specialization of bank b in county c at year t− 1, ∆FFt

is the difference in the Fed funds target rate from year t− 1 to t, ωbt and γct are bank-time

and county-time fixed effects, respectively.34 We double-cluster standard errors at the bank

and county levels.

County-time fixed effects are the main control variables that absorb changes in local

loan demand under the identifying assumption that banks located in the same market face

31Under these assumptions, when we compare lending originated by the same bank in different markets, we
control for changes coming from the liability side of banks each period. Specifically, we absorb any possible
effect of bank size, liquidity, capital, deposit ratio, and bank exposure to local deposit market specialization
and concentration that may affect loan supply after monetary policy changes.

32Cortés and Strahan (2017) provides evidence consistent with banks reallocating funds across markets
after natural disasters and Brown, Gustafson and Ivanov (2021) highlights the relevance of controlling for
credit demand as they may shape loan conditions.

33We only keep bank-county-year observations with positive values on the amount of new mortgages
originated.

34We do not include the difference in the Fed funds target rate in the regression because it is absorbed
across all columns of our tables by bank-time, county-time, or time fixed effects. We include but do not
report the specialization variable in all regressions as our focus is on its relevance for the transmission of
monetary policy changes to bank lending.
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the same change in local lending opportunities.35 We include bank-time fixed effects to

absorb all sources of bank-year level heterogeneity and alleviate the possibility that changes

in bank deposit quantities or the liability structure are driving the results. When, in some

specifications, we do not include county-time fixed effects, we interact county fixed effects

with a dummy variable that takes the value of one from 2009 to 2014, and zero otherwise, to

account for the flat Fed funds target rate period.36 When we omit bank-year fixed effects,

we include bank fixed effects. Finally, when in some specifications we omit both county-year

and bank-year fixed effects, we include year fixed effects.

We focus on the sample of banks originating mortgages in at least two counties and in

counties where at least two banks originate mortgages. Because the coefficient of interest,

β1, is not identified for single-county banks and for counties with only one bank when bank-

time and county-time fixed effects are included. For comparison, we also provide estimates

without the bank-time and county-time fixed effects.

Table 2 presents the results of estimating equation (5) using bank’s specialization in each

local market from 1994 to 2019. Column (1) contains our preferred specification with the

full set of fixed effects. It documents that after a decrease in the Fed funds rate, banks

increase new mortgage lending growth by more in markets where they are more specialized

relative to markets where they are less specialized, controlling for the change in aggregate

local lending opportunities (i.e., local loan demand). A one standard deviation increase in

Spec (0.192) increases lending by 54.3 bps per 100 bps decrease in the Fed funds target

rate (54.3 = 0.543% = 0.192 × (-0.0283) × (-100)). It is statistically significant at the 1%

level. As previously explained in Section ??, we do not observe the stock of mortgages held

on banks’ balance sheets. Therefore, this estimate captures the growth of new mortgage

lending, not the growth of outstanding mortgage lending on banks’ balance sheets.

This estimate provides strong evidence that local bank’s specialization in the mortgage

market affects how changes in monetary policy are transmitted to the growth of new mortgage

lending. We call it the specialization channel. This result can also be interpreted in the

following way: after a decrease in the Fed funds rate, more locally specialized banks increase

new mortgage lending growth by more, relative to other banks in the same market. In doing

so, we compare two different banks originating new mortgage lending in the same market

35If different banks that originate loans in the same market have heterogeneous changes in loan opportu-
nities (i.e. different changes in loan demand), the inclusion of county-time fixed effects would not solve this
issue. In such a case, our results could be driven by loan demand rather than loan supply. We alleviate this
concern in table A25 where we control for the change in local opportunities coming from different types of
borrowers depending on their income and our result holds.

36We follow Drechsler et al. (2017) for the inclusion of such fixed effects. From now on, we add these fixed
effects, which we call fipszero, to all lending specifications that include the flat Fed funds target rate period
and do not include county-time fixed effects.
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and controlling for bank-year level heterogeneity.

Column (2) drops the county-year fixed effects, and the coefficient of interest (β1) is

almost unchanged from column (1) and remains statistically significant at the 1% level.

Column (3) shows how our coefficient of interest remains negative and significant, but the

effect almost doubles in magnitude, when we omit the bank-year fixed effects. This finding

suggests that bank-year level heterogeneity is a relevant factor to be controlled for when

analyzing the impact of bank’s local specialization for the transmission of monetary policy

changes to new mortgage lending growth. Such fixed effects control, among other things, for

any change in the liability side of banks created by changes in the Fed funds rate.37

Column (4) drops county-year and bank-year fixed effects. The main coefficient of interest

(β1) remains statistically significant at the 1% level and almost unchanged from column (3),

suggesting that the main control for our coefficient to be accurately estimated is bank-year

level heterogeneity. These results show that the effect of local bank’s specialization in the

mortgage market on the sensitivity of local new mortgage lending growth to monetary policy

is still present when we do not control for the change in local lending opportunities and bank-

year level heterogeneity.

The estimates in Table 2 are consistent with banks’ differential behavior in more or less

specialized markets following a monetary policy change. We argue that this differential

sensitivity to monetary policy changes is due to banks facing heterogeneous lending costs

across markets, in line with empirical evidence and our simple theoretical setup developed

in section ??. These results also provide evidence in line with monetary policy being a key

determinant of bank’s local mortgage market specialization decisions. If banks are specialized

in only a few local lending markets (i.e., low geographical diversification), they would be more

exposed to negative local market shocks. Therefore, our results imply that monetary policy

influences the exposure of banks to shocks of specific local loan markets. Section ?? performs

an analysis of this result at the bank level.

37Dell’Ariccia et al. (2017) provide evidence that banks increase risk-taking after decreases in short-term
interest rates being the effect more pronounced for banks with relatively high capital. Drechsler et al. (2017)
show that after a rise (reduction) in the Fed funds rate, banks that raise deposits in more concentrated
markets reduce (increase) lending relative to banks that raise deposits in less concentrated markets. Heider
et al. (2019) show how negative interest rates may increase the funding cost of high-deposit banks relative
to low-deposit banks, hence impacting bank risk-taking and lending behavior. With the inclusion of the
bank-year fixed effects in columns (1) and (2) we are controlling for these effects, among others.
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3.3 Bank-County Level Estimation: Robustness

3.3.1 Other Relevant Market Structure Characteristics

Having established that bank’s local mortgage market specialization affects the transmission

of monetary policy to mortgage lending supply, we investigate whether it holds when we

control for alternative local market structure mechanisms. For instance, lenders with high

market share are more likely to internalize negative spillovers and provide liquidity to in-

dustries in distress (Giannetti and Saidi, 2019). So, bank’s local mortgage market shares

may also impact the transmission of monetary policy to loan supply. We follow Giannetti

and Saidi (2019) and construct bank’s local mortgage market shares as the share of new

mortgage lending originated in a market by a bank and year, divided by the total amount of

new mortgage lending originated by all banks in a market and year. We label this variable

as MktShbct.
38

Bank exposure to local deposit market concentration has also been documented as a

determinant for the transmission of monetary policy to bank’s loan supply (Drechsler et al.,

2017). We follow Drechsler et al. (2017) and construct two variables. We construct the vari-

able C-HHI-Depc that measures local deposit market concentration calculated as a standard

Herfindahl index. It is calculated by summing up the squared deposit-market shares of all

banks with branches in a given county and year and then averaging over all years from 1994

to 2019. We also construct a bank-level variable that measures to which extent banks raise

deposits in concentrated deposit markets. We do so by averaging C-HHI-Depc at the bank

level, using lagged deposit shares across branches as weights. We refer to this variable as

Bank-HHI-Depbt.
39

Table 3 presents the results estimating equation 5 adding controls for these relevant

bank market structure characteristics that may affect the transmission of monetary policy

to loan supply.40 Columns (1) and (2) are similar to columns (1) and (2) of Table 2 but

with two differences. They are estimated for a sample of bank-county observations that have

38It is calculated as follows:

MktShbct =
Abct

Act

where A represents the amount of new mortgage lending, b represents the bank, c represents county, and t
represents year.

39We report in Table A2 of the appendix the correlation matrix between bank’s local mortgage market
specialization, banks’ local mortgage market share, bank-level exposure to local deposit market concentration
and county-level local deposit market concentration. We show that the correlations between our main
measure of specialization and other relevant market structure characteristics are not a concern for our
analysis.

40We include the interaction terms of such variables with changes in the Fed funds rate. We also include
these bank market structure characteristics as independent variables in the regression but we do not report
them in the tables.
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information also on Bank-HHI-Depbt and MktShbct and we control for the effect of bank’s

loan market share for the transmission of monetary policy to mortgage loan supply.41 They

provide evidence that our specialization channel (∆FF×Spec) is robust to controlling for the

effect of bank’s local market share for the transmission of monetary policy (∆FF ×MktSh).

As column (1) shows, after a 100 bps decrease in the Fed funds rate, a one standard deviation

increase in Spec (0.192) increases lending by 33.4 bps while a one standard deviation increase

in MktSh (0.070) increases lending by 82.6 bps. The results are statistically significant at

the 1% level. The results are similar when we omit county-year fixed effects as in column

(2). These results also suggest that bank’s local loan market share is a relevant characteristic

that affects the transmission of monetary policy to new mortgage lending.42

Columns (3) and (4) drop the bank-year fixed effects and control for the effect of bank ex-

posure to concentrated deposit markets for the transmission of monetary policy (∆FF×Bank-

HHI-Dep). They show that after controlling for the bank exposure to concentrated deposit

markets, the result of bank’s local specialization remains robust. Our main coefficient of

interest on the interaction term between changes in the Fed funds rate and specialization

remains large and significant at the 1% level. While bank exposure to concentrated deposit

markets has no statistically significant effect at the 10% level, the effect of bank’s local loan

market share is still affecting new mortgage lending growth statistically significant at the 1%

level. Note again, that in comparison with our main specifications, these estimates may be

biased by the presence of bank-year level heterogeneity. It may explain why the magnitude

of the coefficients on bank’s local specialization and market share are multiplied by more

than two.

Finally, column (5) drops the county-year fixed effects and control for the direct effect

of local deposit market concentration for the transmission of monetary policy (∆FF×C-

HHI-Dep). Our main coefficient of interest on the effect of specialization remains almost

unchanged from columns (3) and (4) and it is still statistically significant at the 1% level.

We also find that local deposit market concentration is affecting positively the transmission

of Fed funds rate to new mortgage lending growth. This result is statistically significant

at the 5% level. Bank exposure to concentrated deposit markets still has no statistically

significant effect on the transmission of Fed funds rate to new mortgage lending growth.43

Overall, the results in Table 3 indicate that our results are robust to controlling for other

41Note that we cannot control for the effect of bank exposure to concentrated deposit markets because its
effect is absorbed when we include bank-year fixed effects.

42This result is interesting but as the focus of our study is the effect of bank’s local specialization on the
transmission of monetary policy, we leave further analysis of this finding for future research.

43This result is robust to focus on the subsample period from 1994 to 2013 as shown in Table A3 of the
appendix. We do so to alleviate possible concerns that under a low Fed funds rate, monetary policy does
not work as intended (Heider et al., 2019; Brunnermeier and Koby, 2018; Altavilla et al., 2018).
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relevant banks’ local market structure characteristics that may affect the transmission of

monetary policy to new lending growth in the mortgage market.

3.3.2 Monetary Policy Shocks

Our previous results show the relevance of bank’s geographical specialization for the trans-

mission of monetary policy to mortgage lending supply. One concern is that the results

could be driven by the information content that changes in policy rates have about the cen-

tral bank’s assessment of the economic conditions. We follow Jarociński and Karadi (2020)

in order to disentangle the effect of changes in the Fed funds rate from central bank infor-

mation shocks and to avoid the concern that our results may come from information shocks

rather than policy changes.

Central bank announcements reveal information about both, interest rates and assess-

ment of the economic outlook. We rely on high-frequency co-movements of interest rates and

stock prices around policy announcements to construct a monetary policy change measure

that is purged from the effects of bank information shocks. Monetary policy tightenings

that are not affected by information shocks will lead to lower stock market valuations.44

So, monetary policy shocks are identified through a negative co-movement between interest

rates and stock price changes. Yet if interest rates and stock prices co-move positively, we

interpret it as coming from a central bank information shock.

We implement this approach estimating equation (5) by replacing the change in the

Fed funds rate with the annual monetary policy shocks constructed following Jarociński and

Karadi (2020).45 Table 4 presents the result. Column (1) contains our preferred specification

when we control for changes in local loan demand and all sources of bank-year heterogeneity.

It shows that after a decrease in the monetary policy shock, banks increase new mortgage

lending growth by more in markets where they are more specialized relative to other markets,

consistent with our main result in Table 2.46 A one standard deviation increase in Spec

(0.192) increases lending by 66.8 bps per one standard deviation decrease in the monetary

policy shock (20 bps). It is statistically significant at the 1% level.

Column (2) drops the county-year fixed effects, and the coefficient of interest is similar to

column (1) and remains statistically significant at the 1% level. Yet when we omit the bank-

year fixed effects that control for bank-year heterogeneity, the results are not statistically

44The reasons why the present value of future dividends is decreasing are the increase in the discount rate
and the deteriorating outlook caused by the increase in the interest rates.

45The original monetary policy shocks are constructed based on a daily frequency, while the monthly
(quarterly) shocks are the monthly (quarterly) sum of daily shocks in each month (quarter). We compute
the annual shocks by summing up the daily shocks in each year.

46Data on monetary policy shocks are not available for the last months of the year 2019. In unreported
results, we find that they are robust to not include the year 2019 in the analysis.
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significant at the standard levels as shown in columns (3) to (4). It suggests that bank-

year heterogeneity is a relevant factor to be controlled for when analyzing the impact of the

specialization channel on banks’ loan supply.

The results in table 4 provide additional evidence that the effect of the specialization

channel on banks’ loan supply is driven by actual changes in the interest rates and not by

central bank information shocks about economic prospects.

3.3.3 Further robustness

Table 5 provides a number of further robustness tests for the baseline specification in column

(1) of Table 2, with the purpose of showing whether bank’s local market specialization affects

the transmission of monetary policy to bank’s loan supply for different computations of

the specialization variable, alternative constructions of the mortgage market, an alternative

outcome variable and different sample periods.47

First, we do not have information on the stock of mortgage lending on bank balance

sheets disaggregated by markets. So, our variable Spec (lagged one period) may not be a

good measure of a given bank’s local bank market specialization. To address this concern,

in columns (1) - (3) of panel A we reestimate our baseline specification using alternative

definitions of the specialization variable as the two periods lag, the average for the whole

sample period from 1994 to 2019 and the average for the five previous years, respectively.

The results are similar, consistent with our variable Spec presumably being a good measure

of a given bank’s local market specialization.48

One might still be concerned that our specific construction of the specialization variable is

leading the results as we use the same sample period for the construction of the specialization

variable and to test the analysis. In column (4) of panel A we construct the specialization

variable as the average for the sample period from 1994 to 2004 and test the relevance of

the specialization channel from 2005 to 2019, which is the sample period not included in the

construction of the main variable. The result is robust to this alternative specification.

Our main sample includes all new mortgage lending originated to hold and sell by banks

with all purposes (home purchase, refinancing, and improvement) for bank-counties with

positive lending in markets where a given bank made more than five loans in the previous

year. In order to alleviate the possible concern that our results are only specific for the sample

selection we make in the mortgage market, in columns (1) - (4) of panel B we reestimate our

baseline specification for alternative constructions of the mortgage market. Our estimates

47We report in full these robustness tests in appendix ??.
48In table A7 we also show that the result is similar if we use the three-period lag of the specialization

variable. These results further suggest that our results are not driven by the specific definition of the
specialization variable and that it is very stable across periods, as shown in Table A1 of the appendix.
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remain robust if we include also all mortgage markets where a given bank made less than 5

loans in the previous period (column (1)), if we include only mortgage lending originated to

hold (column (2)), if we include mortgage lending originated only for home purchase (column

(3)) and if we focus only in the subsample of jumbo mortgages (column (4)).49 They provide

evidence that our result does not depend on the specific sample selection we make.

We then explore whether the results are similar if we use an alternative measure of the

outcome variable. In column (1) of panel C, we use the log-difference of new mortgage

lending originated as in Favara and Imbs (2015) that uses the log-difference of county-level

activity in the mortgage market. Our result is virtually unaltered suggesting that the results

are not specific to the selection of the outcome variable.

One possible concern with the interpretation of the results is that banks may be reacting

differently to their decisions to enter and exit local markets. To address this concern, we

include entries and exists of banks in different local markets. As the dependent variable is

bounded, the upper (+2) and lower (-2) limits correspond to entries and exits, respectively.

Column (2) of panel C shows that not only does our estimate remain robust, but the point

estimate of the interaction term is even larger.50

Columns (3) and (4) of panel C explore whether the local specialization channel is mainly

driven by easing or tightening periods of monetary policy. To do so, we divide the sample

period into two different samples, easing and tightening of monetary policy. Column (3)

shows that bank’s local specialization affects the transmission of easing of monetary policy

to bank’s loan supply growth. While this result is statistically significant at the 1% level, we

49As explained in Loutskina and Strahan (2009) and Cortés and Strahan (2017), the presence of Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac (GSEs) created a segmentation of the U.S. mortgage market into two types of mortgages
depending on its size. GSEs can purchase or help to securitize by selling credit protection mortgages that are
below the jumbo cutoff threshold (i.e., non-jumbo mortgages). Yet by regulation, jumbo mortgages which
are bigger than the jumbo cutoff threshold is out of the scope of GSEs. This limitation was designed to
promote access to mortgage credit for low- and moderate-income households. Using data from the FHFA,
we identify the jumbo cutoff threshold for each year, and we keep the most illiquid mortgages which have
an amount above the size threshold. We do so in order to avoid the possible concern that our results are
driven only by mortgages originated to be sold (or helped to securitize by) the GSEs. We show that our
result holds for this alternative sample selection.

50Past new mortgage lending growth of banks in specific markets may be driving the results. If bank’s
local specialization is closely related to bank’s past new mortgage lending growth, one might be concerned
that the transmission of monetary policy to new mortgage lending is affected by past growth rather than
by local specialization. To address this concern, we reestimate our baseline specification controlling for the
effect of lagged new mortgage lending growth for the transmission of monetary policy to contemporaneous
new mortgage lending growth. We show in Table A15 of the appendix that our specialization channel
result (∆FF × Spec) remains statistically significant at the 1% level and almost unchanged, while past new
mortgage lending growth seems to weakly affect positively the transmission of monetary policy to current
new mortgage lending growth. This suggests that trends in how banks grow in a given market are unlikely to
affect the transmission of monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth in the same direction as bank’s
local specialization, hence providing evidence that it may not be driving our results.
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do not find statistically significant evidence in column (4) that bank specialization is relevant

for the transmission of tightening of monetary policy.

Another possible concern with our main result is that it may be driven by specific sample

periods. Mian and Sufi (2009), Justiniano et al. (2019) and Drechsler et al. (2022) have shed

light on the relevance of the housing boom to the U.S. mortgage market and on its implica-

tions for the Great Depression when bank’s geographic diversification may work differently

(Gelman et al., 2021). Columns (1) - (4) of panel D revisit this concern. We test whether the

result holds for the U.S. housing boom period from 2003 to 2006 following Drechsler et al.

(2022) (column (1)), when we exclude the four years corresponding to the housing boom

(column (2)), when we exclude the years from 2007 to 2009 in order to not be affected by

the Great Recession (column (3)) and when we focus on the subsample period from 1994

to 2013. Our results hold and are even amplified for the U.S. housing boom period. As

shown in columns (1) and (2), a one standard deviation increase in Spec (0.192) increases

new mortgage lending growth by 110.4 bps during the housing boom period and 54.72 bps

during the non-housing boom period, per 100 bps decrease in the Fed funds target rate.

They are both statistically significant at the 1% level.51 Column (3) shows that our result

is similar when we exclude the years corresponding to the Great Recession and column (4)

focuses on the sample period from 1994 to 2013 in order to alleviate possible concerns that

under low Fed funds rate, monetary policy does not work as intended (Heider et al., 2019;

Brunnermeier and Koby, 2018; Altavilla et al., 2018).52

3.3.4 Financial Institution Heterogeneity

Our tests so far are led by heterogeneous marginal lending costs across markets where banks

(i.e., depository institutions) are considered to be both homogeneous and the only type of

institutions originating mortgages. In other words, banks face the same type of lending cost

51We find similar results when using the years from 2002 to 2005 as the U.S. housing boom period following
Mian and Sufi (2009). We report the results in the Tables A21 and A22 of the appendix.

52We use the self-reported income from HMDA to address the possible concern that heterogeneous demand
inside markets may be driving the results. Despite we cannot compare lending coming from different banks
to the same borrower as in Khwaja and Mian (2008), we compare lending originated by different banks to
the same type of borrower. We do so by dividing borrowers into four different types depending on their
self-reported income. We define the four income categories using the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles as
cutoffs, corresponding to USD 59’000, USD 90’000, and USD 137’000, respectively, as of 2010 USD. Then,
we include county-year-income fixed effects to control for the change in local lending opportunities (demand)
coming from different types of borrowers depending on their income. Column (1) of Table A25 reports
the result and shows that it is robust to including county-year-income fixed effects. Also, columns (2)-(5)
show that the result is robust to analyze the four income categories in different subsamples. By using the
subsamples, we cannot include county-year-income fixed effects and we include county-year fixed effects to
control for the change in local lending opportunities. We show that the specialization channel is significant
for the four types of income categories. These results give more evidence that the specialization channel
comes from changes in bank mortgage loan supply instead of demand.
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function, in line with our basic setup model in section ??, and non-depository institutions

are not included in the analysis. Yet, banks may face lending cost functions taking different

forms which could occur because they face diverse informational asymmetries. If this is the

case, bank’s loan supply would react differently to the specialization channel depending on

bank characteristics associated with these asymmetries of information. Additionally, banks

and non-depository institutions may also have different informational asymmetries and their

funding costs may be affected differently by monetary policy changes, hence having different

sensitivities to the specialization channel.

We first investigate the possibility that different types of banks have dissimilar sensitiv-

ities to the specialization channel using three bank characteristics that are available at the

bank-year level: banks’ overall specialization, the number of markets where a given bank

originates mortgage lending, and size. We compute banks’ overall specialization (BSpec) as

the banks’ average specialization across all markets, using the amount of new mortgage loans

originated as weights.53 This variable is defined more precisely in Section 2. We construct

the variable Mkts using the natural logarithm of the number of markets where a given bank

in a given year originates new mortgage lending. Bank’s size is computed as the natural

logarithm of total assets. Importantly, banks that are overall specialized in the mortgage

market and originate new mortgage lending in fewer markets tend to be smaller than diver-

sified banks. We finally include non-depository institutions in the analysis to test first if the

effect of the specialization channel on loan supply holds for any type of financial institution

regardless of its deposit insurance condition, and second if the sensitivity of non-depository

institutions’ loan supply to the specialization channel is different, compared to banks.54

Banks that are bigger, diversified, and present in more markets, have been argued to

face higher informational asymmetries. This is due to, among other things, lower investment

in soft information which does not allow them to alleviate credit constraints effectively

(Berger, Miller, Petersen, Rajan and Stein, 2005; Loutskina and Strahan, 2011). The lack of

insured deposits makes funding costs of non-depository institutions arguably more affected

by monetary policy changes. They also may face higher informational asymmetries due to,

for example, the absence of information coming from the deposit accounts of households.

53In the tests in which we exploit bank heterogeneities, we use the one period lag of all bank-year level
measures. We also standardize them in order to ease the comparability of the coefficients across columns (1)
to (4) in Table 6.

54This is also related to prior research providing evidence that the transmission of monetary policy to
financial institutions may be different depending on their type of financing (Xiao, 2020; Drechsler et al.,
2022; Elliott et al., 2021; Cucic and Gorea, 2021). Non-depository institutions are also called independent
mortgage companies (IMC) in the U.S. mortgage market. Figure A2 of the appendix shows that IMCs
originate a substantial amount of mortgage lending in the U.S. mortgage market. It provides evidence that
they play an important role.
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Following these arguments, we expect banks that face higher asymmetries of information

and non-depository institutions to experience higher sensitivity on their loan supply to the

specialization channel.

We implement this approach by first including these bank characteristics and second the

non-depository institution indicator interacted with the interaction between the change in

the Fed funds rate and the specialization variable in our benchmark regression 5.55 In order

to include the non-depository institution indicator, we extend the sample to all financial

institutions originating lending in the mortgage market.56

Table 6 reports the results. Column (1) shows that bank’s mortgage loan supply has

less (more) sensitivity to the specialization channel for banks that are overall specialized

(diversified) in the mortgage market. In other words, after an easing of monetary policy,

banks’ loan supply growth is increased by more in specialized relative to other markets,

being this relative increase less (more) pronounced for banks that are on average specialized

(diversified).

As columns (2) to (3) show, bank’s mortgage loan supply has more sensitivity to the

specialization channel for banks that originate mortgage lending in more markets and for

bigger banks.57 The joint specification in column (4) shows that the number of markets banks

have presence in is the most important bank characteristic, both in terms of magnitude

and significance, affecting the relative sensitivity of bank’s loan supply coming from the

specialization channel.58

We extend the sample to all institutions originating lending in the U.S. mortgage market

in columns (5) and (6). Column (5) confirms that loan supply originated by any type of

financial institution (banks and non-depository institutions) is affected by the specialization

channel and column (6) shows that the sensitivity of mortgage loan supply to this channel

is amplified for non-depository institutions, relative to banks.

Overall, the results in Table 6 give evidence consistent with different types of banks and

non-depository institutions facing dissimilar lending cost functions, hence having a different

relative sensitivity of loan supply to the specialization channel.

55When we include the triple interaction between the bank characteristics, the change in the Fed funds
rate and the specialization variable, we also include but we do not report the interaction between the bank
characteristic and specialization and the independent term of the specialization variable.

56When we include the triple interaction between the non-depository institution indicator, the change in
the Fed funds rate, and the specialization variable, we also include but do not report the interaction between
the non-depository institution indicator and specialization and the independent term of the specialization
variable.

57In unreported results, we find similar results when using the number of markets instead of the natural
logarithm of the number of markets.

58Note that size loses its relevance in terms of magnitude and significance. It suggests that it was capturing
part of the effect of the other bank characteristics in column (3).
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3.3.5 Further insights

We next explore alternative insights from the heterogeneous transmission of monetary policy

through bank’s local specialization. We do so by replacing the dependent variable in equation

5 with the loan-to-income ratio (LTI) growth, new number of mortgage loans growth, and

the average of new mortgage loan amount growth. We measure bank risk-taking using the

loan-to-income ratio of a bank in a given market and ask whether banks modify their risk-

taking behavior differently.59 Table 7 presents the results. The estimate in column (1)

suggests that banks decrease risk-taking by more where they are locally specialized relative

to other markets, after a reduction in the Fed funds rate. In other words, after an easing

of monetary policy banks increase loan supply growth and decrease risk-taking growth in

specialized relative to other markets, hence increasing relatively by more their safe mortgage

loan origination in such markets.

We next explore how banks modify their lending decisions. Our main result implies that

after an easing of monetary policy, banks increase new mortgage lending growth by more

in markets where they are more specialized. Yet this rise can come from two different bank

actions. They may increase relatively by the number of loans or the average dollar loan

amount where they are specialized, after an easing of monetary policy. Columns (2) and (3)

show that while the average loan amount growth is not affected, the number of new loans

growth is increased in specialized relative to other markets, after a decrease in the Fed funds

rate. This result is statistically significant at the 1% level. These results reveal that after

an easing of monetary policy, banks modify loan supply decisions depending on the level of

local specialization by changing the number of loans and not the dollar amount of the loans

they grant.

59Due to the lack of data on non-performing mortgages disaggregated at the bank-county level, we proxy
the risk-taking of banks in local mortgage markets with the LTI. Despite HMDA income may be problematic
due to the issue of self-declaration as noted by Favara and Imbs (2015), we cannot use borrower’s income
coming from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) because it reports county averages, and we want to analyze
the evolution of bank risk-taking in a market coming from our channel. While Favara and Imbs (2015)
computes the LTI as the county-level total loan amount from HMDA, divided by total income from IRS
data, we construct the average loan to income of a bank in a given market, using individual loan amount
as weights. Despite risk-taking is not the main focus of our research, in table A26, we give evidence that
LTI may be a good proxy for risk-taking in the mortgage market at the aggregate bank level. We show that
bank’s average LTI growth is negatively related to changes in the Fed funds rate. In other words, the easing
of monetary policy is related to increases in banks’ risk-taking growth. This result is consistent with papers
studying the impact of monetary policy on bank risk-taking (De Nicolò, Dell’Ariccia, Laeven and Valencia,
2010; Jiménez, Ongena, Peydró and Saurina, 2014; Paligorova and Santos, 2017).
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3.3.6 Alternative Market: Small Business Lending

We now exploit information on bank loans to small businesses and implement our within-

bank-county estimation strategy controlling for the main omitted variables, to test whether

the specialization channel we present holds in an alternative lending market. In doing so,

we study the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission of monetary policy to

the supply of small business lending.

Table 8 presents the results of estimating equation (5) using the information on new

small business lending to compute bank specialization and the dependent variable from 1997

to 2019.60 Column (1) contains our preferred specification with the full set of fixed effects

included. It confirms that after a decrease in the Fed funds rate, banks increase new small

business lending growth by more in markets where they are more specialized relative to other

markets, controlling for the change in aggregate local lending opportunities. This result is

consistent with our main result on mortgage lending. A one standard deviation increase in

Spec (0.092) increases lending by 21.4 bps per 100 bps decrease in the Fed funds target rate.

It is statistically significant at the 1% level.

Column (2) drops the county-year fixed effects, and the coefficient of interest (β1) is

almost unchanged from column (1) and remains statistically significant at the 1% level.

Column (3) shows that when we omit the bank-year fixed effects, the coefficient of interest

remains significant but increases in magnitude. Again, this increase in the magnitude of the

coefficient suggests that bank-year level heterogeneity is a relevant factor to be controlled

for in our analyses. Column (4) drops county-year and bank-year fixed effects and the main

coefficient of interest remains statistically significant at the 1% level and similar to column

(3).

This finding provides strong evidence that our findings are not specific to the mortgage

market. We show that how banks specialize locally in small business lending affects the

transmission of monetary policy to the growth of new small business lending.

60We use the information on small business lending from 1997 to 2019 because data from the FFIEC
Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) is publicly available from that year at an annual frequency. We
compute total new small business lending as the total amount of new loans of less than $1 million.
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4 County Level Results on Lending, House Prices and

Economic Activity

4.1 Baseline specifications

In our core set of tests, we isolate the supply effect of banks by comparing at the same

time bank’s new mortgage lending growth originated by the same bank-year in different

counties, and new mortgage lending growth originated by different banks in the same county-

year. Bank-year effects absorb time-variant bank heterogeneity. County-year effects absorb

changes in credit demand, but they also absorb any potential aggregate effect of credit supply.

We expect aggregate mortgage credit supply to be affected by the specialization channel.

However, differences in new mortgage lending growth following monetary policy changes may

be compensated in a given market between specialized and non-specialized banks. In this

case, credit would be reallocated between banks in a market, but aggregate mortgage credit

supply would be unaffected.

In this section, we analyze the aggregate effects at the county level of the channel we have

documented. To do so, we aggregate our loan market data on mortgage lending at the county-

year level and study whether specialization affects the transmission of monetary policy to

aggregate growth of mortgage lending, house prices, and economic activity, measured by

employment and wages.

Our results in Table 2 suggest that markets that are more exposed to specialized banks

can face a rise in aggregate new mortgage lending growth relative to other markets after an

easing of monetary policy. If this hypothesis holds at the aggregate (county) level, it implies

that banks’ new mortgage lending growth supply is increased, hence households are less

restricted in their access to mortgage credit and house prices increase by more in markets

exposed to specialized banks relative to other markets after an easing of monetary policy.61

Finally, the expansion of new mortgage lending growth may have a direct effect on economic

activity growth measured by employment and wages or also an indirect effect through the

increase in house price growth which can affect the collateral value of entrepreneurs (Cloyne

et al., 2019).

We construct a county-level variable that measures to which extent new mortgage lending

of a county is originated by banks that are specialized in that specific market. We do so by

calculating the weighted average of Specbct across all banks originating mortgages, using the

amount of new mortgage lending originated as weights. We refer to this variable as CSpecct

as defined more precisely in Section ??.

61This goes in line with findings in Blickle (2022) that study the effect of mortgage supply on house prices.
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To ascertain the effect of county specialization on the transmission of monetary policy

to regional outcomes, we estimate the following regression:

∆yct = αc + ωt + β1∆FFt × CSpecct−1 + β2CSpecct−1 + ϵct, (6)

where ∆yct is either the new mortgage lending growth, house price growth, total employment

growth, or total wage growth in county c from year t−1 to t, CSpecct−1 is the lagged county

exposure to bank’s specialization in that local market using new mortgage lending shares as

weights, ∆FFt is the difference in the Fed funds target rate from t − 1 to t, αc and ωt are

county and time fixed effects, respectively.62 We cluster standard errors at the county level.

Table 9 presents the results. Column (1) reports the benchmark specification using new

mortgage lending growth as the outcome variable. It shows that counties more exposed to

banks that are specialized in that specific local market see an increase in new mortgage

lending growth relative to other markets after an easing of monetary policy. A one standard

deviation increase in CSpec (0.096) increases new mortgage lending growth by 123.84 bps

per 100 bps decrease in the Fed funds rate. The result is statistically significant at the 1%

level.

Column (2) presents the result for regional house price growth. We find that per 100 bps

decrease in the Fed funds rate, a one standard deviation increase in CSpec (0.096) increases

house price index growth by 8.66 bps. It is statistically significant at the 1% level.

Columns (3) and (4) present the results for total wage and total employment growth.

County specialization has no statistically significant effect at the 10% level for the transmis-

sion of monetary policy to total wage or total employment growth. Note that the coefficient

on county specialization for the transmission of changes in the Fed funds rate to wage growth

is close to being significant at the 10% level (p-value of 0.103). Nevertheless, these results do

not provide strong evidence that changes in aggregate mortgage new lending and house price

growth affect real economic activity measured by total wage and total employment growth.

Overall, the results in Table 9 provide evidence that the specialization channel gives

rise to aggregate regional implications. County exposure to local specialized banks in the

mortgage market significantly affects the sensitivity of new mortgage lending growth and

house price growth to monetary policy changes. These results suggest that the expansion in

new mortgage lending growth due to the heterogeneity exposure to local bank’s specialization

in the mortgage market after an easing in monetary policy increases regional house price

62We do not include the difference in the Fed funds target rate in the regression because it is absorbed
across all columns of our tables by time fixed effects. We include but do not report the county specialization
variable in all regressions as our focus is on its relevance for the transmission of monetary policy changes to
the economy.
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growth.

4.2 Robustness

4.2.1 Other Relevant Market Structure Characteristics

Having established the association between the specialization channel and aggregate regional

mortgage lending, house prices, and economic activity growth, we explore how our regional

aggregate results hold when we control for other relevant bank’s local market structure

characteristics that may have a relevant impact on the transmission of monetary policy to

mortgage loan supply.

We construct two variables at the aggregate county level to control for the influence of

local bank market shares (Giannetti and Saidi, 2019) and county exposure to banks raising

deposits in concentrated deposit markets (Drechsler et al., 2017) for the transmission of

monetary policy to aggregate mortgage lending, house prices, wage, and employment growth.

We construct the variable CMktShct that measures local mortgage market concentration

(i.e. county exposure to banks with high mortgage market shares in that specific county)

calculated as a standard Herfindahl index. It is calculated by summing up the squared

mortgage-market shares of all banks in a given county and year. We also calculate C-HHI-

Expoct following Drechsler et al. (2017). It captures the extent to which new lending of a

market is originated by banks that raise deposits in concentrated deposit markets.63

We estimate regression 6 adding controls for the influence of local mortgage market

concentration and county exposure to banks raising deposits in concentrated markets.64

Table 10 presents the results. Column (1) reports the benchmark specification using

regional new mortgage lending growth as the outcome variable. It shows that after an

easing of monetary policy, counties more exposed to banks that are specialized in that

specific market see an increase in mortgage lending growth relative to other counties when

we control for the influence of both local mortgage market concentration and county exposure

to banks raising funds in concentrated deposit markets. A one standard deviation increase

in CSpec (0.096) increases new mortgage lending growth by 97.92 bps per 100 bps decrease

in the Fed funds rate. Local mortgage market concentration and county exposure to banks

raising deposits in concentrated markets also affect the transmission of monetary policy

63Given our focus on the mortgage market, we use new mortgage lending shares as weights.
64We include the interaction term between local deposit concentration and changes in the Fed funds rate

when we include the county exposure to banks raising deposits in concentrated markets following Drechsler
et al. (2017). We do so to control for the direct effect of local deposit market concentration on bank’s loan
supply. We also control for but do not report the independent terms of mortgage market concentration and
county exposure to banks raising deposits in concentrated markets. The independent term of local deposit
market concentration is absorbed by the county fixed effects.
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to aggregate new mortgage lending growth. After a 100 bps reduction in the Fed funds

rate, one standard deviation increase in C-HHI-Expo (0.052) and CMktSh (0.162) increases

new mortgage lending growth by 56.68 bps and 89.91 bps, respectively. These results are

statistically significant at the 1% level. Note that we also control for the direct effect of

local deposit market concentration for the transmission of monetary policy to new mortgage

lending growth. It has a positive and statistically significant impact at the 1% level on

regional new mortgage growth consistent with previous results at the bank-county level in

Table 3.

Column (2) presents the result for house price index growth. We find that a one standard

deviation increase in CSpec (0.096) increases house price index growth by 9.1 bps per 100

bps decrease in the Fed funds rate when we control for other relevant market structure

characteristics. The result is statistically significant at the 1% level. C-HHI-Expo and

CMktSh also affect the sensitivity of house price index growth to monetary policy changes.

A one standard deviation increase in CMktSh (0.162) and C-HHI-Expo (0.052) increases

house price index growth by 35.15 and 9.98 bps, respectively, per 100 bps decrease in the

Fed funds rate. These results are statistically significant at the 1% level. We control for

the direct effect of local deposit market concentration. It affects negatively and statistically

significant at the 1% level the transmission of monetary policy to house price growth. It

suggests that local deposit market concentration affects directly house price growth and the

effect is not produced through its effect on mortgage lending growth.

Columns (3) and (4) present the results for economic activity measured by total wage

and total employment growth, respectively. We find that a one standard deviation increase

in CSpec (0.096) increases wage growth by 4.06 bps per 100 bps decrease in the Fed funds

rate when we control for the effects of C-HHI-Expo and CMktSh. The result is statistically

significant at the 1% level. Nevertheless, employment growth is not affected to a statistically

significant degree at the conventional levels by county level specialization. Wages and em-

ployment growth are both affected by local mortgage market concentration. A one standard

deviation increase in CMktSh (0.162) increases wage growth by 14.39 bps and employment

growth by 9.04 bps, per 100 bps decrease in the Fed funds rate. These results are statisti-

cally significant at the 1% level. County exposure to banks raising deposits in concentrated

deposit markets affects the sensitivity of wage growth to monetary policy changes. A one

standard deviation increase in C-HHI-Expo (0.052) increases wage growth by 4.97 bps, per

100 bps decrease in the Fed funds rate. This result is statistically significant at the 10%

level. It is interesting to note that local mortgage market concentration is a relevant factor

in terms of significance and magnitude for the transmission of monetary policy to regional

mortgage lending, house prices, and economic activity growth. Nevertheless, our main goal
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is to analyze the effect of the specialization channel on aggregate outcomes which we show

survives when we control for other relevant market structure characteristics.65

The results in Table 10 provide evidence supporting that the regional aggregate implica-

tions of local mortgage market specialization for the transmission of monetary policy hold

when we control for other relevant local market structure characteristics.66 We also provide

some evidence that wage growth may be directly affected by the increase in new mortgage

lending growth or indirectly through the increase in house price growth when we control for

the effect of other relevant market structure characteristics.

4.2.2 Further Robustness

We first address the possible concern that our results could be driven by information shocks

on the economic conditions instead of interest rate changes. We implement this approach

estimating equation 6 replacing the change in the Fed funds rate with the annual monetary

policy shocks constructed following Jarociński and Karadi (2020).

Table 11 presents the results. Columns (1) and (2) use as outcome variables new mortgage

lending and house price index growth, respectively. They show that counties more exposed to

banks that are specialized in that specific mortgage market see an increase in new mortgage

and house price growth relative to other markets, after a reduction in the monetary policy

shock. These results are statistically significant at the 1% and 5%, respectively.

Columns (3) and (4) present the result for total wage and employment growth. While we

do not find statistically significant evidence (at the 10%) that wage growth is affected, we

find that employment growth is significantly affected at the 1% level. Counties that are more

exposed to specialized banks see an increase in employment growth relative to other markets,

after a decrease in the monetary policy shock. This result provides evidence consistent with

aggregate new mortgage lending and house price growth affecting real economic activity

measured by total employment growth.

We then document in Table 12 how our baseline results withstand a wide set of additional

robustness tests for the baseline specifications in columns (1) - (4) of Table 9. In panel A we

65Table A27 of the appendix shows that the specialization channel at the county level is still relevant when
we control for other market structure characteristics and focus on the subsample period from 1994 to 2013.
We do so to alleviate the possible concern that under a low Fed funds rate environment, the transmission of
monetary policy is different and does not work as intended (e.g., Heider et al. (2019)).

66We also show in Table A28 that our main results are robust to the inclusion of an additional set of
controls. We use data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) to compute the log of population
and the log of income per capita in each market. We use data from HMDA to compute the proportion of
securitized mortgages in the market. We control for the log of population, the log of income per capita,
and the proportion of securitized mortgages. We also control for the growth rate of these variables and the
interactions between these variables and growth rates with the difference in the Fed funds rate and show
that our results hold.
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evaluate whether our regional aggregate results remain when we analyze a different mortgage

market sample. We do so to alleviate the concern that our results come from the specific

sample selection of the mortgage market we make. We use new mortgage lending originated

to hold and sell by banks but focus only on mortgages originated to purchase a house. We

find similar results on aggregate mortgage lending and house price growth for this alternative

mortgage market sample selection. Importantly, we find significant evidence at the 5% level

for the effect of the specialization channel on total wage growth.67

We then measure the four different outcome variables, new mortgage lending, house price

index, wage, and employment growth, using an alternative specification. Panel B shows that

the results are similar if we use the log-difference of new mortgage lending as in Favara and

Imbs (2015), the log-difference of house price index as in Favara and Imbs (2015), Favara and

Giannetti (2017), Cloyne et al. (2019) and Doerr et al. (2020) and the log-difference in wage

and employment as in Drechsler et al. (2017). Again, we find some statistically significant

evidence at the 10% level for wage growth to be negatively affected by the specialization

channel.

In panel C we reestimate our baseline specifications focusing on the sample period from

1994 to 2013. We exclude the low Fed funds rate environment period when the transmission of

monetary policy may not work as intended (Heider et al., 2019). While we find similar results

on new mortgage lending and house price growth, we find stronger statistically significant

evidence (at the 5% level) that wage growth is affected by the specialization channel for the

period from 1994 to 2013.68

Finally, in panel D we include non-depository institutions in the sample of study, hence

using lending data for all financial institutions that originate lending in the mortgage market.

67In Table A29 we report how our results hold for an alternative mortgage market selection when we focus
on mortgages to hold in the bank balance sheet.

68In Tables A30 and A31 of the appendix we reestimate our baseline specifications focusing on the housing
boom period from 2003 to 2006 and excluding such period from the sample, respectively. Our results for
aggregate lending and house prices remain robust. It is interesting to note that the estimated coefficients
indicate an even larger relevance of the specialization channel during the housing boom. A one standard
deviation increase in CSpec (0.096) increases new mortgage lending growth and house price growth by 233.28
bps and 36.48 bps, respectively, per 100 bps decrease in the Fed funds rate during the U.S. housing boom.
While during the period excluding the U.S. housing boom, a one standard deviation increase in CSpec (0.096)
increases new mortgage lending growth and house price growth by 136.32 bps and 4.36 bps, respectively,
per 100 bps decrease in the Fed funds rate. While we do not find statistically significant evidence that wage
growth is affected by the specialization channel on both specifications, total employment growth is affected
in the opposite direction during the housing boom. This result in employment growth may be caused by
endogeneity problems arising from the U.S. housing boom period. We report in Tables A32 and A33 of the
appendix that the results hold when we consider an alternative sample period for the housing boom period
following Mian and Sufi (2009), from 2002 to 2005. We also report that the results hold when we exclude the
years corresponding to the Great Recession from the sample period, as shown in Table A34 of the appendix.
We do so to avoid the possible concern that our aggregate results are driven by that specific period.
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We show that the results on new mortgage lending and regional house price growth remain

when we extend the sample. Nevertheless, we do not find evidence that the specialization

channel coming from all institutions has a statistically significant effect on total wage or

employment growth.

5 Bank Level Results on Bank Specialization

Our estimates so far provide evidence that banks react heterogeneously to monetary policy

changes depending on how specialized they are, even after controlling for the change in lo-

cal lending opportunities and bank-year level heterogeneity, and that this channel generates

aggregate county level implications on mortgage lending and house prices.69 This heteroge-

neous reaction to monetary policy within a given bank also affects its overall specialization

by construction: If after a decrease in the Fed funds rate, banks increase new mortgage

lending growth by more in markets where they are specialized, bank’s average specialization

growth would increase. Nevertheless, a reduction in the Fed funds rate may also lead banks

to enter local markets, hence reducing their specialization growth. In this section, we provide

a detailed picture at the aggregate bank level of how bank’s average specialization growth is

affected by changes in the Fed funds rate.

We start by constructing banks’ average specialization for each bank and year as the

weighted average of Specbct across all markets, using the amount of new mortgage loans

originated in each county as weights. We refer to this variable as BSpecbt as defined more

precisely in Section ??. This measure captures the extent to which a bank is on average

specialized in local mortgage markets in the U.S. in a given year.

Under the specialization channel we present, decreases in the Fed funds rate should

predict increases in bank’s specialization growth. We compute the growth of BSpecbt and

we present some visual evidence of how bank’s average specialization growth is affected by

changes in the Fed funds rate.70 We do so by first sorting all years into 12 bins according to

their change in the Fed funds target rate.71 Then, we average the growth of bank’s average

specialization by bin.

Figure 2 plots the result. It suggests that decreases in the Fed funds rate are related

to smaller average decreases in bank’s specialization growth. Bank’s average specialization

69We also find weak evidence consistent with the specialization channel affecting aggregate county economic
activity measured by total wage growth.

70To be consistent with prior analyses, we measure the growth of bank’s average specialization as in
equation 1.

71We have 12 different changes in the Fed funds target rate across the whole sample period where the
growth in the bank’s average specialization can be computed. The first bin corresponds to the biggest easing
of monetary policy (-475 bps) and the last corresponds to the largest tightening (200 bps).
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growth decreases from -0.6 bps in the biggest easing to -2.9 bps in the strongest tightening

of monetary policy.

One might be concerned that extreme values of bank’s average specialization growth or

that the specific construction of the outcome variable is driving this result. To address these

concerns, we compute the median of bank’s average specialization growth by bin and calcu-

late the growth of bank’s average specialization using log differences. We provide graphical

evidence that the result holds with these changes in Figures A3 and A4 of the appendix,

respectively.72

We should be cautious when interpreting this evidence as we cannot control for changes

in loan demand or bank-year level heterogeneity. The best we can do at the aggregate bank

level is to control for time-invariant bank level heterogeneity. We do so by including bank

fixed effects in the following regression:

∆ybt = αb + β1∆FFt + ϵbt, (7)

where ybt is bank’s average specialization growth of bank b from year t − 1 to t, ∆FFt is

the difference in the Fed funds target rate from t− 1 to t and αb are bank fixed effects. We

cluster standard errors at the bank level.

Table 13 presents the result. Column (1) reports the benchmark specification using

bank’s average specialization growth as the outcome variable and including bank fixed effects

to control for time-invariant bank heterogeneity. It shows that a reduction in the Fed funds

rate is related to increases in bank’s average specialization growth. Per 100 bps decrease in

the Fed funds rate, bank’s average specialization growth increases by 41 bps. The result is

statistically significant at the 1% level. The effect is similar if we exclude bank fixed effects

as shown in column (2).

We show in Table A35 of the appendix that our results hold when we replace the change

in the Fed funds rate for the monetary policy shocks constructed following Jarociński and

Karadi (2020). Table A36 of the appendix also reports that our results are robust to several

further robustness tests. To avoid concerns that our main result may be driven by the specific

definition of the mortgage market, in panel A we use mortgage lending originated by banks

with the only purpose of purchasing a house as an alternative mortgage market sample. Our

results hold for this redefinition of the mortgage market. Panel B revisits the concern that

our results may be driven by the specific computation of the growth variable. We use the

log-difference of bank’s average specialization as the outcome variable and the results are

virtually unaltered. Another possible concern is that the low Fed funds rate period may be

72We show in Figure A5 that the graphical evidence also holds when we include non-depository institutions
in the sample.
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affecting our results. In panel C we focus on the sample period from 1994 to 2013 and we

find that our results are similar. At last, we extend the sample to include non-depository

institutions in panel D and find that our results hold.

Despite we cannot control for changes in loan demand or bank-year level heterogeneity,

results in Figure 2 and Table 13 provide evidence that easings of monetary policy are related

to increases in bank’s average local specialization growth, in line with our channel creating

a stronger effect than the possible entrance of banks in local markets. Therefore, after

a monetary policy easing, the banking system would be relatively more exposed to local

market shocks.

6 Mechanism

In this section, we first provide a simple theoretical model, based on heterogeneous market-

specific lending costs, whose main hypotheses are in line with our empirical findings. We

then provide evidence of heterogeneous market-specific lending costs related to informa-

tional asymmetries being a relevant driver of our main results regarding bank geographical

specialization.

6.1 Theoretical Model

In this subsection, we provide a simple theoretical setup that helps rationalize the empirical

findings relating to monetary policy, banks’ lending specialization, and loan supply docu-

mented in our main empirical analysis.

Consider a one-period risk-neutral economy with two types of agents: borrowers and

a monopolistic financial intermediary that we call a bank. The bank invests in lending

to borrowers and funds itself in a perfectly competitive market that requires an expected

return R0 per unit of funding. We take this return as a proxy for the monetary policy rate.

Borrowers are located in two different markets, A and B. If nothing is explicitly stated both

markets are symmetrical.

In each market, there is a continuum of penniless borrowers indexed by i. Each borrower

needs L units to invest in an asset that generates Y units. Borrowers differ in a borrower spe-

cific observable characteristic xi which determines the cost of lending to such entrepreneur.73

In order to lend to a borrower with characteristic xi the bank has to undergo a cost c(xi).

One way to rationalize the existence of lending cost is to assume that the bank has to screen

73While xi can represent the physical distance between a bank’s branch and a borrower, it can also
represent the dissimilarities between bank’s core knowledge of an industry and the borrower’s operations, or
bank’s characteristics and borrower’s tastes.
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or monitor the borrower and that in the absence of screening or monitoring the loan has

a negative NPV. Following Hauswald and Marquez (2003) we can assume that monitoring

cost is borrower specific and more costly the higher the xi.
74

Specifically, we assume that the lending cost function takes the form

c(xi) = x
βj

i (8)

with βj > 1. This increasing and convex cost function captures that lending is more

costly, and increasingly so, for higher xi.

The only difference that we assume between the two markets is that the bank has a

higher marginal cost of lending in market B than in market A, which we capture by assuming

βA < βB. This can be related to differences in the familiarity of the bank with each given

market which, following Bolton et al. (2016), could occur because the transmission of soft

information from distant branches to the bank’s headquarters is more difficult for markets

further away from the bank’s headquarters. Therefore, the marginal lending cost in markets

more distant to the bank’s headquarters, market B, is higher for the bank.75

Given that the bank is a monopolist it sets a lending rate equal to the success return

(utility of the borrower). Hence, the profits of the bank from serving a borrower with

characteristics xi in market j is equal to:

Y − LR0 − x
βj

i (9)

This allows us to determine the threshold borrower x̂j, which is the last borrower a bank

serves. This threshold borrower is defined by the following equation:

Y − LR0 − xβj = 0.

x̂j = (Y − LR0)
1
βj

(10)

Given that the supply of loans in each market, Lx̂j, is determined by the threshold

borrower, x̂j, we can obtain the following two results.

1. Specialization result. The bank is more specialized in market A, x̂A > x̂B

74See also Vives and Ye (2021) for similar assumptions. An alternative way to rationalize our lending
cost function is to assume that the bank has to approach the borrower in order for the borrower to know of
the bank’s existence, e.g. through focused marketing techniques. If the bank does not incur such costs the
borrower does not ask for a loan to the bank as it does not know of its existence. We assume that reaching
borrowers that have higher xi is more costly for the bank.

75Subsection ?? gives empirical evidence that, in line with this micro foundation of the heterogeneous cost
function, the physical distance between the lending market and the bank’s headquarters is a relevant driver
of our results.
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Given that x̂A = (Y − LR0)
1

βA and x̂B = (Y − LR0)
1

βB it is direct to show that Lx̂A

Lx̂A+Lx̂B
>

Lx̂B

Lx̂A+Lx̂B
follows from βA < βB .This result states that the bank lends more, i.e. is more

specialized, in the market in which it has lower marginal lending costs.

2.Differential response to R0. A decrease in R0 leads to a higher relative increase in loan

supply by the bank in market A than in market B
dLx̂A
dR0

Lx̂A
<

dLx̂B
dR0

Lx̂B
< 0. This result states that

the bank has a higher relative increase in lending as a response to lower safe rates in the

market in which it has a larger presence.

Proof:

dLx̂A

dR0

Lx̂A

= −
L2

βA
(Y − LR0)

1
βA

−1

L (Y − LR0)
1

βA

< −
L2

βB
(Y − LR0)

1
βB

−1

L (Y − LR0)
1

βB

=
dLx̂B

dR0

Lx̂B

− 1

βA

(
L

Y − LR0

)
< − 1

βB

(
L

Y − LR0

)
βB > βA.

(11)

Results 1 and 2, which are the main testable hypotheses of our stylized setup are in

line with our empirical findings. The main intuition for such results follows: The bank is

more specialized in market A as the marginal cost of lending (through lower lending, e.g.

monitoring or screening costs) is lower in such market. Also, the bank responds to a reduction

in the safe (monetary policy) rate, R0, by expanding (relatively) more in the market in which

the marginal cost of increasing such lending is lower, market A.

6.2 Empirical Evidence

Having established that the influence of the specialization channel on banks’ loan supply is

robust and generates aggregate county and bank level implications, we empirically explore

whether it is indeed due to heterogeneous marginal lending costs across local markets consis-

tent with our simple theoretical model. For instance, these differential increasingly marginal

costs can arise from the familiarity of the bank with each local market which, could take

place as a consequence of different sources associated with informational asymmetries. Fol-

lowing Bolton et al. (2016), the transmission of soft information from bank branches to the

bank’s headquarters is more difficult for branches located in distant markets from the bank’s

headquarters.76 In other words, bank’s headquarters may be less able to interpret customer

76In line with this explanation, Hollander and Verriest (2016) also analyzes the effect of information
asymmetry, measured as geographical distance between lenders and borrowers, on loan contracts. They find
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and market information from monitoring and/or screening activities developed by employees

in distant bank branches. Therefore, the physical distance between loan markets and bank’s

headquarters can be used as a proxy for informational distance, hence for higher marginal

lending costs.77

Following this argument, we use two different proxies for heterogeneous marginal lending

costs across local markets to give evidence that this is the underlying mechanism behind our

channel. First, we rely on data from the County Distance Database provided by the National

Bureau of Economic Research which reports the distance in miles for all combinations of U.S.

counties. We construct the variable Dist as the natural logarithm of one plus the distance

in miles from a given local market to the market where the bank is headquartered.78 Higher

values of Dist measure greater increasingly marginal lending costs for banks. Also, it takes

the minimum value in the market where the bank is headquartered.

Second, we construct the dummy variable SameMkt that equals one if the lending market

is located in the same market as the bank’s headquarters, and zero otherwise. In practical

terms, we will compare the market with the lowest marginal lending cost, i.e. where the

bank is headquartered, with the rest of the markets where banks face higher increasingly

marginal lending costs.

Bank’s local lending specialization is negatively (positively) correlated withDist (SameMkt),

which indicates that banks tend to specialize less (more) in distant markets (where they are

headquartered). This suggests that banks face higher (lower) marginal lending costs of mon-

itoring or/and screening borrowers in such markets, in line with the first implication of our

simple theoretical model developed in subsection ??.79 These correlations support the use

of geographical distance and an indicator for the market where the bank is headquartered as

good proxies for higher and lower increasingly marginal lending costs, respectively. There-

fore, we use these variables as proxies for the different β which the theoretical setup states

that the higher the distance between the headquarters of lenders and borrowers, the stronger the covenant
tightness of loan contracts.

77While we focus on physical distance, Rehbein and Rother (2022) use social connections as a proxy for
soft information between banks and borrowers. More specifically, they use Facebook friendship links in the
U.S. to measure the level of social connectedness between the region where the bank office is located and local
lending markets. They find that loans to borrowers that are located in well-connected regions present more
favorable terms and improve loan performance. Our argument goes also in line with Berger et al. (2017b)
that finds evidence that banks are less likely to collect audited financial statements from firms in industries
and local markets where they are more specialized. This is consistent with banks having expertise, hence
facing lower marginal costs of monitoring/screening in some industries and markets where they do not need
to demand detailed and verified borrower information.

78Jean Roth created this data of U.S. county distances using the Haversine formula based on internal
points in the geographic area.

79As shown in Table A37 of the appendix, the correlation between Spec and Dist is -0.61 and between Spec
and SameMkt is 0.77. We also show in Table A38 of the appendix that the direction of the relationships
hold for regressing Spec on Dist and SameMkt when we include county-time and bank-time fixed effects.
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represent that banks face heterogeneous marginal lending costs across local markets.

We first implement this approach by replacing the specialization variable in regression

5 for the two common proxies for marginal lending costs in Table 14. Columns (1) and

(2) include the full set of fixed effects and present the result for the variables Dist and

SameMkt, respectively.80 We find that low increasingly marginal lending cost has the same

effect as specialization. As columns (1) and (2) show, banks increase new mortgage loan

supply growth by more in close markets and where the bank is headquartered, relative to

other markets when the Fed funds rate decreases. A one standard deviation decrease in Dist

(1.98) increases lending by 192.3 and per 100 bps decrease in the Fed funds rate. Also, a one

standard deviation increase in SameMkt (0.255) increases lending by 34.9 bps per 100 bps

decrease in the Fed funds rate. These results are statistically significant at the 1% level. Note

that they go in line with our main result in table 2. The sensitivity of bank’s loan supply

to monetary policy changes is higher in markets where they face lower increasingly marginal

lending costs, hence markets where banks are specialized, close to their headquarters, and

where banks are headquartered.

Results in table 14 suggest that heterogeneous marginal lending costs across local mar-

kets are the mechanism behind the higher sensitivity of bank’s loan supply to monetary

policy changes in specialized relative to other markets. This is consistent with the second

implication of our model (in subsection ??) where, after a reduction in the safe rate, banks

increase loan supply by more in the market where they face lower marginal lending costs.

To give more evidence on heterogeneous marginal lending costs across markets being

the relevant driver of our results, we analyze the aggregate county and bank implications

using these two proxies of different increasingly marginal lending costs. We first construct

a county-level variable that measures to which extent new mortgage lending of a county is

originated by banks that have their headquarters located in distant markets. We do so by

calculating the weighted average of Distbct, using the amount of new mortgage lending as

weights. We refer to this variable as CDistct. Similarly, we construct CSameMktct as the

weighted average of SameMktbct, using new mortgage lending as weights. This measure

captures to which extent new mortgage lending in a county is originated by banks that have

their headquarters in that specific county.

We test the relevance of these two regional proxies of informational asymmetry for the

transmission of monetary policy changes to regional aggregate new mortgage lending, house

price, wage, and employment growth. We do so by replacing the county exposure to spe-

80The market location of bank’s headquarters is obtained using the U.S. Call Reports from the FDIC.
This is the reason why the number of observations is reduced compared to Table 2, after keeping only banks
that appear in the U.S. Call Reports. We mainly lose information on Federal and State Credit Unions that
report to HMDA but are not included in the U.S. Call Reports data from the FDIC.
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cialized banks in regression 6 with these two aggregate county-level proxies of information

asymmetry.

Table 15 presents the results. As columns (1)-(3) of panels A and B show, counties that

are less exposed to banks with their headquarters located in distant markets and counties that

are more exposed to banks having their headquarters in that specific county, respectively,

experience a higher increase in aggregate new mortgage lending, house price, and wage

growth relative to other counties, after a decrease in the Fed funds rate. A one standard

deviation decrease in CDist (1.23) increases new mortgage lending, house price and wage

growth by 140.2 bps, 30.9 bps and 2.9 bps, respectively, per 100 bps decrease in the Fed

funds rate. Also, after a 100 bps decrease in the Fed funds rate, one standard deviation

increase in CSameMkt (1.23) increase new mortgage lending, house price, and wage growth

by 86.8 bps, 11.9 bps, and 4.4 bps, respectively.

We then construct a bank-level variable that measures to which extent new mortgage

lending originated by a bank originated in distant markets to bank’s headquarters. We do

so by calculating for each bank the weighted average of Distbct across all markets, using

the amount of new mortgage lending in each county as weights. We refer to this variable

as BDistbt. Similarly, we construct the bank exposure to lending in the market where the

bank is headquartered as the weighted average of SameMktbct, using new lending amounts

as weights. We refer to this variable as BSameMktbt.

We analyze whether changes in the Fed funds rate have an impact on these two in-

formation asymmetry proxies. We do so by replacing bank average specialization growth

in regression 7 with the growth of these two aggregate bank-level proxies of information

asymmetry.

Table 16 presents the results. As column (1) shows, a 100 bps decrease in the Fed funds

rate decreases the growth of bank average lending to distant markets by 47.9 bps. This result

is almost unchanged when we omit the bank fixed effects in column (2). Column (3) shows

that after a 100 bps decrease in the Fed funds rate, banks increase their growth of lending

exposure to the market where they are headquartered by 49.6 bps. The result is similar in

the specification without bank fixed effects (column (4)).

The results in Tables 15 and 16 show that replacing the county and bank exposure to

specialization with our proxies of informational asymmetries still generates aggregate impli-

cations in line with our main results. These findings provide strong evidence that hetero-

geneous increasingly marginal lending costs are the underlying mechanism of the proposed

channel.
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7 Conclusion

This paper provides evidence consistent with bank’s local mortgage market specialization

affecting the sensitivity of new mortgage lending growth to monetary policy changes. We

use U.S. mortgage market data that allows us to control for the change in local lending

opportunities by comparing new mortgage lending growth originated by different banks

in the same market and year. We also control for bank-year level heterogeneity, which

could arise for example from different bank liability structures, by comparing new mortgage

lending growth originated by the same bank and year in different markets. We find that

after a decrease in the Fed funds rate, banks increase new mortgage lending growth by

more in markets where they are more specialized relative to other markets. As suggested by

our empirical findings and theoretical setup, this result may be explained by the fact that

banks face heterogeneous marginal costs of lending in different markets, related to differential

informational asymmetries.

Our results suggest that the specialization channel we document gives rise to aggregate

regional and bank level implications. We document how aggregate regional new mortgage

lending is affected by market exposure to locally specialized banks after monetary policy

changes. Bank mortgage lending supply impacts directly household availability of funds to

purchase houses. Therefore, after a reduction in the Fed funds rate, we find that markets

with greater exposure to locally specialized banks increase aggregate new mortgage lending

growth by more, and experience greater increases in house price index growth, relative to

other markets. As a result, changes in new mortgage lending and house price growth may

impact real economic activity at the regional level. Our results indicate that wage growth

is weakly (in terms of significance and magnitude) affected by the specialization channel

consistently with an expansion in aggregate new mortgage lending growth and/or house

price index growth increasing real economic activity.

Our results by construction imply that monetary policy changes affect how banks spe-

cialize in local markets. We conduct the analysis at the aggregate bank level to provide

additional evidence on this link. Our results imply that the easing of monetary policy spurs

bank’s specialization growth in local mortgage markets, increasing risk exposure to local

market shocks as they become less geographically diversified. In this respect, we present ev-

idence of a new channel for how monetary policy may influence banks’ decisions to specialize

or diversify their lending activities in local markets.

Our results are important for two reasons. First, we contribute to the understanding of

the transmission of monetary policy to lending, house prices, and economic activity through a

novel characteristic of banking market structure, geographical specialization. Second, these
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findings have important policy implications. Monetary policy impacts the diversification

decisions of banks to local mortgage markets and therefore, low-interest rate levels may spur

bank risk-taking in the form of banks being more exposed to local negative shocks.
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Figures

Figure 1: County Exposure to Specialization in Local Lending Markets

This map shows the average county-level exposure to banks’ local mortgage market specialization for each
U.S. county during the sample period from 1994 to 2019. The underlying data is from the FFIEC.
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Figure 2: Banks’ Average Specialization and Monetary Policy

This figure shows the relationship between the mean of bank’s average specialization growth and changes in
the Fed funds rate. The figure is constructed in two steps. The first is to sort all years into 12 bins according
to their change in the Fed funds rate. The second is to compute the mean of bank’s average specialization
growth for each bin. The underlying data are from HMDA and the FRED covering 1994 to 2019.
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Tables

Table 1: Summary Statistics

N mean sd

Panel A: Bank-county-level mortgage lending (HMDA and FDIC)
New mortgage lending (mill. $) 1,600,174 17.298 126.663
New mortgage lending growth 1,600,174 -0.115 0.710
Number of new mortgages 1,600,174 89.169 405.981
∆FF 1,600,174 -0.154 1.534
MPShock 1,600,174 -0.056 0.200
Specbct−1 1,600,174 0.079 0.192
MktShbct−1 1,600,174 0.035 0.070
Bank-HHI-Depbt−1 1,025,741 0.226 0.083
C-HHI-Dep 1,599,973 0.239 0.131
New 1,600,174 0.104 0.305
SameMkt 1,392,091 0.070 0.255
Dist (miles) 1,391,438 524.286 631.917
Dist (log) 1,391,438 5.144 1.980
BSpec 1,392,392 0.122 0.191
Mkts (number) 1,392,392 1,042.19 1,049.389
Mkts (log) 1,392,392 5.677 2.151
Size (bil. $) 1,392,091 143.6 365.2
Size (log) 1,392,091 15.944 2.758

Panel B: County-level (HMDA, FHFA and BLS)
New mortgage lending (mill. $) 79,619 376.276 2,080.451
New mortgage lending growth 79,619 0.080 0.449
Total employment (thousand) 79,531 44.635 143.978
Employment growth 79,524 0.004 0.042
HPI 65,071 241.844 155.881
HPI growth 64,261 0.027 0.052
Total wages (bill. $) 79,580 1.766 8.264
Wage growth 79,571 0.035 0.060
∆FF 79,619 -0.156 1.439
MPShock 79,619 -0.064 0.196
CSpec 78,558 0.068 0.096
CMktSh 79,619 0.169 0.162
C-HHI-Expo 79,516 0.239 0.052
C-HHI-Dep 79,323 0.354 0.211
Banks (number) 79,619 56.984 55.688

Panel C: Bank-level (HMDA and FDIC)
BSpecbt 151,713 0.485 0.270
BSpecbt growth 151,713 -0.028 0.307
∆FF 151,713 -0.168 1.440
MPShock 151,713 -0.062 0.194
Mkts (number) 151,713 27.537 137.298
Size (bil. $) 106,401 2.259 36.038
Size (log) 106,401 12.424 1.353

Notes. This table provides summary statistics at the bank-county,
county, and bank levels. Panel A presents mortgage lending data at
the bank-county level. The underlying data are from the FFIEC, FDIC,
and FRED for the years 1994 to 2019. Panel B presents data on mort-
gage lending, house prices, employment, and wages at the county level.
The underlying data are from the FFIEC, FDIC, FHFA, FRED, and
BLS for the years 1994 to 2019. Panel C presents data on mortgage
bank specialization at the bank level. The underlying data are from the
FFIEC, FDIC, and FRED for the years 1994 to 2019.
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Table 2: Lending, Local Specialization, and Monetary Policy

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.0283*** -0.0323*** -0.0692*** -0.0749***
(0.00293) (0.00253) (0.0136) (0.0148)

Observations 1,557,766 1,562,955 1,594,588 1,599,605
R-squared 0.424 0.383 0.177 0.131
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of banks’ local specialization on the transmission of
monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth. The data are at the bank-county-year
level from 1994 to 2019. New mortgage lending growth is the growth of new mortgage
lending originated by a given bank in a given county and year. Spec is the bank’s local
specialization in a given county and year, lagged one period. ∆FF is the difference in the
Fed funds target rate. Fipszero is the interaction between a county identifier and a dummy
variable that takes the value of one from 2009 to 2014, and zero otherwise. The regression
includes a control for Spec (coefficient not shown). The data are from the FFIEC and the
FRED. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered
by bank and county. *** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table 3: Lending, Specialization, and Monetary Policy: Market Structure Controls

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

∆FF×Spec -0.0174*** -0.0268*** -0.0638*** -0.0734*** -0.0708***
(0.00622) (0.00447) (0.0184) (0.0195) (0.0195)

∆FF×MktSh -0.118*** -0.0874*** -0.272*** -0.198*** -0.216***
(0.0375) (0.0304) (0.0389) (0.0475) (0.0432)

∆FF×Bank-HHI-Dep -0.0328 -0.0180 -0.0239
(0.0814) (0.0790) (0.0796)

∆FF×C-HHI-Dep 0.0272**
(0.0118)

Observations 999,186 1,004,989 1,019,762 1,025,361 1,025,192
R-squared 0.426 0.370 0.196 0.134 0.134
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N N
Bank FE N N Y Y Y
County FE N N N Y Y
Year FE N N N Y Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of banks’ local specialization on the transmission of monetary policy to
new mortgage lending growth controlling for the effect of other relevant bank’s local market characteristics as
robustness. The data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019. New mortgage lending growth is the
growth of new mortgage lending originated by a given bank in a given county and year. MktSh is the bank’s local
market share in a given county and year, lagged one period. C-HHI-Dep is the county level HHI of the deposit
market. Bank-HHI-Dep is the bank level average of C-HHI-Dep using lagged deposit shares across branches as
weights. The regression includes a control for Spec, MktSh, and Bank-HHI-Dep (coefficients not shown). All
other variables are explained in Table 2. The data are from the FFIEC, the FDIC, and the FRED. Fixed effects
are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county. **, *** indicates
significance at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively.
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Table 4: Lending, Specialization and Monetary Policy Shocks

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

MPShock×Spec -0.174*** -0.203*** -0.0857 -0.132
(0.0227) (0.0204) (0.0932) (0.108)

Observations 1,557,766 1,562,955 1,594,588 1,599,605
R-squared 0.424 0.383 0.177 0.130
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of banks’ local specialization on the transmission of
monetary policy shocks to new mortgage lending growth. The data are at the bank-county-
year level from 1994 to 2019. New mortgage lending growth is the growth of new mortgage
lending originated by a given bank in a given county and year. The regressions include a
control for Spec (coefficient not shown). All other variables are explained in Table 2. The
data are from the FFIEC and the Marek Jarocinski personal webpage. Fixed effects are
denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county. ***
indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table 5: Lending, Local Specialization, and Monetary Policy: Robustness

New mortgage lending growth
Spec t-2 Spec avg Spec avg 5y Spec prev. sample

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A: Alternative measures of specialization
∆FF×Spec -0.0289*** -0.0338*** -0.0319*** -0.0194***

(0.00293) (0.00319) (0.00282) (0.00345)

Observations 1,395,035 1,557,766 1,557,766 793,781
R-squared 0.432 0.425 0.424 0.411
Bank-Year FE Y Y Y Y
County-Year FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

New mortgage lending growth
Without filter To hold Home Purchase Jumbo

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel B: Alternative mortgage markets
∆FF×Spec -0.0512*** -0.0253*** -0.00876** -0.0319***

(0.00261) (0.00332) (0.00412) (0.0121)

Observations 2,882,326 1,002,039 855,427 220,600
R-squared 0.250 0.456 0.391 0.458
Bank-Year FE Y Y Y Y
County-Year FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

New mortgage lending growth
Logdifference Exit & Entry Easing Tightening

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel C: Alternative variable, entries & exits, easing and tightening
∆FF×Spec -0.0196*** -0.0383*** -0.0144*** -0.0015

(0.00376) (0.00325) (0.00430) (0.0115)

Observations 1,557,766 5,967,800 525,876 652,887
R-squared 0.419 0.267 0.443 0.365
Bank-Year FE Y Y Y Y
County-Year FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

New mortgage lending growth
Boom Non-boom Without crisis 1994-2013
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel D: Alternative periods
∆FF×Spec -0.0575*** -0.0285*** -0.0321*** -0.0288***

(0.00993) (0.00334) (0.00363) (0.00304)

Observations 349,281 1,208,485 1,339,333 1,234,411
R-squared 0.397 0.431 0.412 0.441
Bank-Year FE Y Y Y Y
County-Year FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of banks’ local specialization on the transmis-
sion of monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth using different specifications
for robustness. The data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019. If noth-
ing is explicitly stated, new mortgage lending growth is the growth of new mortgage
lending originated by a given bank in a given county and year. Panel A examines
other measures of specialization. Columns (1)-(3) report the results for Spec lagged
two periods, average for the whole sample period from 1994 to 2019 and average from
t-1 to t-5, respectively. Column (4) uses the specialization average from 1994 to 2004,
being 2005 to 2019 the sample years for the analysis. Panel B examines whether the
result holds with alternative constructions of the mortgage market. Columns (1)-(4)
report the results for all bank-county observations including markets where a given
bank made less than 5 loans in the previous period, new mortgage lending originated
to hold, new mortgage lending originated for home purchase, and jumbo mortgages,
respectively. Panel C examines an alternative dependent variable, including in the
analysis entries and exits into markets and dividing the sample period between eas-
ing and tightening periods of monetary policy. Column (1) uses as the dependent
variable the log difference of new mortgage lending. Column (2) reports the result
including exits and entries of banks in local markets. Columns (3) and (4) focus on
the sample period of easing and tightening of monetary policy, respectively. Panel
D examines alternative sample periods. Columns (1)-(4) focus on the U.S. housing
boom period from 2003 to 2006, excluding the U.S. housing boom period (2003 to
2006), excluding three years related to the Great Recession (2007-2009) and focus-
ing on the years 1994 to 2013 to avoid issues that our results come from the period
with a low-interest rate environment, respectively. The regressions include a control
for Spect−2, Specavg , Specavg5y and Specavg19942004 in columns (1)-(4) of panel A,
respectively (coefficients not shown). The regressions include a control for Spec in
columns (1)-(4) of panels B, C, and D (coefficients not shown). All other variables
are explained in Table 2. The data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects
are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and
county. **, *** indicates significance at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively.
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Table 6: Lending, Local Specialization, and Monetary Policy: Financial Institution Het-
erogeneity

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

∆FF×Spec -0.0698*** -0.116*** -0.0692*** -0.117*** -0.0324*** -0.0261***
(0.00822) (0.0161) (0.0111) (0.0166) (0.00280) (0.00787)

∆FF×Spec×BSpec 0.0194*** 0.00648*
(0.00358) (0.00386)

∆FF×Spec×Mkts -0.0597*** -0.0505***
(0.0107) (0.0130)

∆FF×Spec×Size -0.0347*** -0.00163
(0.00953) (0.00962)

∆FF×Spec×Nonbank -0.0297***
(0.00280)

Observations 1,363,081 1,363,081 1,362,781 1,362,781 2,411,061 2,411,061
R-squared 0.418 0.418 0.418 0.418 0.412 0.412
Institution-Year FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
County-Year FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Sample Banks Banks Banks Banks All Institutions All Institutions
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Inst&County Inst&County

Notes. This table estimates the relevance of different institution characteristics for the sensitivity of new mortgage lending
growth to the specialization channel. The data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019 in columns (1)-(4) and
at the institution-county-year level from 1994 to 2019 in columns (5)-(6). BSpec is the average bank specialization in the
mortgage market of a given bank and year, lagged one period. Mkts is the natural logarithm of one plus the number of
markets where the bank has presence of a given bank and year, lagged one period. Size is the natural logarithm of total assets
of a given bank and year, lagged one period. Nonbank is an indicator that equals one for non-depository institutions, and zero
otherwise. BSpec, Mkts, and Size are standardized in order to have zero mean and one standard deviation. Columns (1)-(3)
examine the relevance of BSpec, Mkts and Size, respectively. Column (4) examines the relevance of BSpec, Mkts, and Size
at the same time. Column (5) examines if the specialization channel holds when we include non-depository institutions in the
analysis. Column (6) examines the relevance of being a non-depository institution. The regressions include a control for Spec
in columns (1)-(6), a control for the interaction between Spec and BSpec, Mkts and Size in columns (1)-(3), respectively,
controls for the interactions between Spec and BSpec, Mkts and Size in column (4) and controls for the interaction between
Spec and Nonbank in column (6) (coefficients not shown). The data are from the FFIEC, FRED, and FDIC. Fixed effects are
denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county in columns (1)-(4) and by institution
and county in columns (5)-(6). **, *** indicates significance at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively.
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Table 7: Lending, Local Specialization, and Monetary Policy: Further Insights

LTI New # loans Avg loan amount
(1) (2) (3)

∆FF×Spec 0.0140*** -0.0281*** 0.00259
(0.00211) (0.00265) (0.00190)

Observations 1,546,702 1,557,766 1,557,766
R-squared 0.230 0.462 0.245
Bank-Year FE Y Y Y
County-Year FE Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of the specialization channel on dif-
ferent dependent variables to test new insights. The data are at the bank-
county-year level from 1994 to 2019. Column (1) examines the loan-to-
income ratio growth (LTI) as a measure of bank-risk taking. Column (2)
reports the result for the new number of loan growth. Column (3) exam-
ines the average loan amount growth calculated as the growth of the ratio
between the amount of mortgages originated and the number of mortgages.
The regressions include a control for Spec (coefficients not shown). The
data are from the FFIEC, FRED, and FDIC. Fixed effects are denoted at
the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county.
*** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table 8: Lending, Local Specialization, and Monetary Policy: Small Business Lending

New small business lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.0233*** -0.0192*** -0.0794*** -0.0943***
(0.00602) (0.00483) (0.0299) (0.0337)

Observations 867,699 869,904 869,399 871,598
R-squared 0.373 0.312 0.176 0.109
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of banks’ local specialization on the transmission of
monetary policy to new small business lending growth. The data are at the bank-county-
year level from 1997 to 2019. New small business lending growth is the growth of new small
business lending originated by a given bank in a given county and year. The regression
includes a control for Spec (coefficient not shown). All other variables are explained in
Table 2. The data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects are denoted at the
bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county. *** indicates
significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table 9: Specialization Channel and Aggregate County Implications

New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×CSpec -0.129*** -0.00902*** -0.00266 -0.000105
(0.00941) (0.00127) (0.00163) (0.000868)

Observations 78,545 64,111 78,500 78,457
R-squared 0.475 0.401 0.222 0.214
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of county exposure to local specialized banks for the
transmission of monetary policy to aggregate new mortgage lending, house price, wage, and
employment growth. The data are at the county-year level covering the years from 1994 to
2019. New mortgage lending growth is the growth of new mortgage lending originated in a given
county and year. HPI growth is the growth of the house price index in a given county and year.
Employment and wage growth are the growth in total employment and wages in a given county
and year, respectively. CSpec is the county-level lagged average of Spec using mortgage lending
shares across banks as weights. All other variables are defined in Table 2. The regressions include
a control for CSpec (coefficient not shown). The data are from the FFIEC, the FRED, the FHFA,
and the BLS. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered
by county. *** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table 10: Specialization Channel and Aggregate County Implications: Market Structure
Controls

New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×CSpec -0.102*** -0.00948*** -0.00423*** -0.000125
(0.00982) (0.00138) (0.00159) (0.000859)

∆FF×CMktSh -0.0555*** -0.0217*** -0.00888*** -0.00558***
(0.0167) (0.00246) (0.00255) (0.00122)

∆FF×C-HHI-Expo -0.109*** -0.0192*** -0.00955* -0.00429
(0.0292) (0.00487) (0.00509) (0.00270)

∆FF×C-HHI-Dep 0.0380*** -0.00248* -0.000926 0.00100
(0.00563) (0.00151) (0.00118) (0.000616)

Observations 78,299 64,086 78,271 78,249
R-squared 0.443 0.416 0.227 0.215
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

Notes. This table estimates the aggregate effect of the specialization channel on new mortgage lending,
HPI, wage, and employment growth controlling for other market structure characteristics for robustness.
The data are at the county-year level covering the years from 1994 to 2019. New mortgage lending growth
is the growth of new mortgage lending originated in a given county and year. HPI growth is the growth
of the house price index in a given county and year. Employment and wage growth are the growth in
total employment and wages in a given county and year, respectively. The regressions include a control
for CSpec, CMktSh, and C-HHI-Expo (coefficients not shown). All other variables are defined in Tables
2 and 9. The data are from the FFIEC, the FRED, the FHFA, and the BLS. Fixed effects are denoted
at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by county. *, *** indicates significance at the
0.1 and 0.01 levels, respectively.
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Table 11: Specialization Channel and Aggregate County Implications: Monetary Policy
Shocks

New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

MPShock×CSpec -0.768*** -0.0119** -0.0121 -0.0203***
(0.0636) (0.00564) (0.00986) (0.00603)

Observations 78,545 64,111 78,500 78,457
R-squared 0.475 0.400 0.222 0.214
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

Notes. This table estimates the aggregate effect of the specialization channel on new mortgage lending,
HPI, wage, and employment growth using monetary policy shocks. The data are at the county-year
level covering the years from 1994 to 2019. New mortgage lending growth is the growth of new mortgage
lending originated in a given county and year. HPI growth is the growth of the house price index in a
given county and year. Employment and wage growth are the growth in total employment and wages
in a given county and year, respectively. The regressions include a control for CSpec (coefficient not
shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 9 and 4. The data are from the FFIEC, the FRED,
the FHFA, and the BLS. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are
clustered by county. **, *** indicates significance at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively.
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Table 12: Specialization Channel and Aggregate County Implications: Robustness

New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A: Mortgages home purchase
∆FF×CSpec -0.0993*** -0.00892*** -0.00325** -0.000739

(0.00820) (0.00120) (0.00153) (0.000799)

Observations 76,313 63,829 76,270 76,234
R-squared 0.313 0.403 0.232 0.223
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel B: Dependent variable logdifference
∆FF×CSpec -0.133*** -0.00907*** -0.00273* -0.000117

(0.0104) (0.00128) (0.00165) (0.000870)

Observations 78,545 64,111 78,500 78,457
R-squared 0.433 0.400 0.218 0.213
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel C: 1994 - 2013
∆FF×CSpec -0.171*** -0.103*** -0.00377** -0.00056

(0.0103) (0.00134) (0.00169) (0.000885)

Observations 59,477 47,707 59,439 59,202
R-squared 0.512 0.483 0.268 0.235
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel D: All Institutions
∆FF×CSpec -0.157*** -0.00943*** -0.00313 0.000439

(0.0100) (0.00146) (0.00191) (0.000999)

Observations 79,683 64,338 79,635 79,592
R-squared 0.493 0.399 0.218 0.209
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

Notes. This table estimates the aggregate effect of the specialization channel on new mortgage
lending, HPI, wage, and employment growth using different specifications for robustness. The
data are at the county-year level covering the years from 1994 to 2019. New mortgage lending
growth is the growth of new mortgage lending originated in a given county and year. HPI growth
is the growth of the house price index in a given county and year. Employment and wage growth
are the growth in total employment and wages in a given county and year, respectively. Panels
A examine whether the aggregate results hold using new mortgage lending originated for home
purchase. Panel B measures new mortgage lending, HPI, wage, and employment growth using
the log difference. Panel C excludes the low-interest rate environment period and focuses on
the period from 1994 to 2013. Panel D uses lending data coming from both banks and non-
depository institutions. The regressions include a control for CSpec (coefficient not shown). All
other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 9. The data are from the FFIEC, the FRED, the
FHFA, and the BLS. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are
clustered by county. *, **, *** indicate significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively.
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Table 13: Aggregate Bank Specialization and Monetary Policy

Bank’s average specialization growth
(1) (2)

∆FF -0.00412*** -0.00419***
(0.000561) (0.000555)

Observations 150,863 151,713
R-squared 0.040 0.000
Bank FE Y N
Cluster s.e. Bank Bank

Notes. This table estimates the effect of monetary policy
changes on bank’s average specialization growth. The
data are at the bank-year level covering the years from
1994 to 2019. Bank’s average specialization growth is the
growth of bank’s average specialization for a given bank
and year. All other variables are defined in Table 2. The
data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects
are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors
are clustered by bank. *** indicates significance at the
0.01 level.
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Table 14: Lending, Lending Costs, and Monetary Policy: Mechanism

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2)

∆FF×Dist 0.00971***
(0.00191)

∆FF×SameMkt -0.0137***
(0.00139)

Observations 1,362,255 1,362,781
R-squared 0.420 0.418
Bank-Year FE Y Y
County-Year FE Y Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of two different
proxies for marginal lending costs across local markets
for the transmission of monetary policy changes to new
mortgage lending growth to test the underlying mech-
anism behind our channel. The data are at the bank-
county-year level from 1994 to 2019. Dist is the natural
logarithm of one plus the distance in miles from the
headquarters of the bank to a given county and year,
lagged one period. SameMkt is an indicator that takes
the value of one if the headquarters of the bank are lo-
cated in a given county and year, and zero otherwise.
Columns (1) and (2) examine whether the distance of a
given market from the headquarters of the bank and be-
ing the same market where the bank is headquartered,
respectively, affect the transmission of Fed funds rate
changes to bank’s loan supply. Columns (1) and (2)
include a control for Dist and SameMkt, respectively
(coefficients not shown). The data are from the FFIEC,
FRED, and FDIC. Fixed effects are denoted at the bot-
tom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank
and county. *** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table 15: Aggregate County Implications, County Distance and Monetary Policy

New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A: County Distance
∆FF×CDist 0.0114*** 0.00251*** 0.000235* -0.000390***

(0.000772) (0.000169) (0.000143) (8.34e-05)

Observations 75,871 62,294 75,851 75,809
R-squared 0.475 0.412 0.224 0.212
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel B: County Same Market
∆FF×CSameMkt -0.0523*** -0.00715*** -0.00266*** -0.000370

(0.00567) (0.000791) (0.00103) (0.000578)

Observations 78,117 63,965 78,072 78,029
R-squared 0.459 0.401 0.225 0.214
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of county exposure to the distance of banks to their headquarters
and county exposure to banks headquartered in that market for the transmission of monetary policy
to aggregate new mortgage lending, house price, wage, and employment growth. The data are at
the county-year level covering the years from 1994 to 2019. New mortgage lending growth is the
growth of new mortgage lending originated in a given county and year. HPI growth is the growth
of the house price index in a given county and year. Employment and wage growth are the growth
in total employment and wages in a given county and year, respectively. CSpec is the county-level
lagged average of Spec using mortgage lending shares across banks as weights. All other variables are
defined in Table 2. Panel A and B focus on the effect of CDist and CSameMkt, respectively, for the
transmission of Fed funds rates to regional outcomes. The regressions include a control for CDist and
CSameMkt in panels A and B, respectively (coefficients not shown). The data are from the FFIEC,
the FRED, the FHFA, and the BLS. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard
errors are clustered by county. *, **, *** indicates significance at the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels.
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Table 16: Bank Mechanism and Monetary Policy

BDist growth BSameMkt growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF 0.00479*** 0.00500*** -0.00496*** -0.00513***
(0.00129) (0.00128) (0.00101) (0.00101)

Observations 102,284 102,995 103,396 104,083
R-squared 0.044 0.000 0.050 0.000
Bank FE Y N Y N
Cluster s.e. Bank Bank Bank Bank

Notes. This table estimates the effect of monetary policy changes on bank’s
average distance and same market growth. The data are at the bank-year
level covering the years from 1994 to 2019. Bank’s average distance growth
is the growth of bank’s average lending distance to their bank’s headquar-
ters for a given bank and year. Bank’s average same market growth is the
growth of bank’s average exposure to lending in the market where the bank
is headquartered for a given bank and year. All other variables are defined
in Table 2. The data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects are
denoted at the bottom of the table. *** indicates significance at the 0.01
level.
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A Appendix

Figure A1: Mortgage Market Relevance

This figure shows the relevance of outstanding mortgage lending over total outstanding loans of U.S. banks.
The figure is constructed using data from the last quarter of each year. The underlying data are from the
FDIC (U.S. Call Reports) covering 1994 to 2019.
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Figure A2: Non-Depository Institutions Relevance

This figure shows the relevance of non-depository institutions (IMC) in the U.S. mortgage market. The
underlying data are from the FFIEC covering 1994 to 2019.
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Figure A3: Median Banks’ Average Specialization and Monetary Policy

This figure shows the relationship between the median of the growth of bank’s average specialization and
changes in the Fed funds rate. The figure is constructed in two steps. The first is to sort all years into 12
bins according to their change in the Fed funds rate. The second is to compute the median of the growth
of bank’s average specialization for each bin. The underlying data are from HMDA and the FRED covering
1994 to 2019.
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Figure A4: Log-Difference of Banks’ Average Specialization and Monetary Policy

This figure shows the relationship between the mean of the log-difference of bank’s average specialization
and changes in the Fed funds rate. The figure is constructed in two steps. The first is to sort all years into 12
bins according to their change in the Fed funds rate. The second is to compute the mean of the log-difference
of bank’s average specialization for each bin. The underlying data are from HMDA and the FRED covering
1994 to 2019.
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Figure A5: All Institutions’ Average Specialization and Monetary Policy

This figure shows the relationship between the mean of all institutions’ average specialization growth and
changes in the Fed funds rate. The figure is constructed in two steps. The first is to sort all years into 12
bins according to their change in the Fed funds rate. The second is to compute the mean of all institutions’
average specialization growth for each bin. The underlying data are from HMDA and the FRED covering
1994 to 2019.
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Table A1: Serial Correlation Specialization Variable

Spec t
(1) (2) (3)

Spec t-1 0.936***
(0.000174)

Spec t-5 0.866***
(0.00356)

Spec t-10 0.797***
(0.00577)

Observations 2,903,057 1,254,409 586,308
R-squared 0.903 0.862 0.822
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table reports the serial correlation of the bank’s local
mortgage market specialization variable for different periods. The
data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019. Spect,
Spect− 1, Spect− 5, and Spect− 10 correspond to the specialization
of bank b in a given county and year, in the contemporaneous period,
lagged one period, lagged five periods and lagged ten periods, respec-
tively. The data are from the FFIEC.
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Table A2: Correlation Matrix: Market Structure Characteristics

Variables Specbct−1 MktShbct−1 Bank-HHI-Depbt−1 C-HHI-Dep

Specbct−1 1.000
MktShbct−1 0.063 1.000
Bank-HHI-Depbt−1 -0.062 0.118 1.000
C-HHI-Dep -0.100 0.233 0.124 1.000

Notes. This table reports the correlation matrix between bank’s local mortgage market
specialization, banks’ local mortgage market share, bank-level exposure to local deposit
market concentration, and county-level local deposit market concentration. The data are
at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019. All other variables are defined in Tables
2 and 3. The data are from the FFIEC and the FDIC.
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Table A3: 1994-2013 Other market structure characteristics

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

∆FF×Spec -0.0166** -0.0237*** -0.0680*** -0.0765*** -0.0743***
(0.00648) (0.00462) (0.0190) (0.0202) (0.0202)

∆FF×MktSh -0.123*** -0.0986*** -0.280*** -0.206*** -0.224***
(0.0400) (0.0322) (0.0391) (0.0473) (0.0431)

∆FF×Bank-HHI-Dep -0.0186 -0.00564 -0.0112
(0.0839) (0.0806) (0.0812)

∆FF×C-HHI-Dep 0.0252**
(0.0120)

Observations 781,140 785,575 799,212 803,495 802,958
R-squared 0.445 0.393 0.200 0.141 0.141
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N N
Bank FE N N Y Y Y
County FE N N N Y Y
Year FE N N N Y Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization for the transmission of monetary policy on new
mortgage lending growth for an alternative sample period and controls for the effect of other relevant bank’s local
market structure characteristics. The data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2013. The regression
includes a control for Spec, MktSh, and Bank-HHI-D (coefficients not shown). All other variables are defined in
Tables 2 and 3. The data are from the FFIEC, the FDIC, and the FRED. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom
of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county. **, *** indicates significance at the 0.05 and 0.01
levels, respectively.
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Table A4: Specialization Variable Two Periods Lagged

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec t-2 -0.0289*** -0.0323*** -0.0703*** -0.0740***
(0.00293) (0.00256) (0.0138) (0.0146)

Observations 1,395,035 1,400,293 1,428,026 1,433,114
R-squared 0.432 0.390 0.187 0.138
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization lagged two periods for
the transmission of monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth. The data are at the
bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019. The regression includes a control for Spect−2

(coefficient not shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data are
from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table.
Standard errors are clustered by bank and county. *** indicates significance at the 0.01
level.
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Table A5: Specialization Variable Average

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec avg -0.0338*** -0.0384*** -0.0766*** -0.0822***
(0.00319) (0.00265) (0.0144) (0.0156)

Observations 1,557,766 1,562,955 1,594,588 1,599,605
R-squared 0.425 0.385 0.180 0.134
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization average for the whole
sample period from 1994 to 2019 for the transmission of monetary policy to new mortgage
lending growth. The data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019. The
regression includes a control for Specavg (coefficient not shown). All other variables are
defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects are
denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county. ***
indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A6: Specialization Variable Five Years Average

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec 5y -0.0319*** -0.0362*** -0.0691*** -0.0747***
(0.00282) (0.00241) (0.0134) (0.0146)

Observations 1,557,766 1,562,955 1,594,588 1,599,605
R-squared 0.424 0.384 0.178 0.132
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization constructed with
the average for the five previous years for the transmission of monetary policy to new
mortgage lending growth. The data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019.
The regression includes a control for Specavg5y (coefficient not shown). All other variables
are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects
are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county.
*** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A7: Specialization Variable Three Periods Lagged

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec t-3 -0.0271*** -0.0315*** -0.0671*** -0.0699***
(0.00274) (0.00241) (0.0134) (0.0136)

Observations 1,223,720 1,229,187 1,253,986 1,259,284
R-squared 0.443 0.398 0.195 0.142
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization lagged three periods
for the transmission of monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth. The data are
at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019. The regression includes a control for
Spect−3 (coefficient not shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The
data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the
table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county. *** indicates significance at the
0.01 level.
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Table A8: Specialization Variable Previous Period

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec 1994 2004 -0.0194*** -0.0214*** -0.141*** -0.141***
(0.00345) (0.00287) (0.0152) (0.0145)

Observations 793,781 796,859 809,632 812,640
R-squared 0.411 0.365 0.179 0.125
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization constructed with the average
from 1994 to 2004 for the transmission of monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth during
the sample period from 2005 to 2019. The data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to
2019. The regression includes a control for Specavg19942004 (coefficient not shown). All other
variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed
effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county.
*** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A9: Without Filter of Originating Minimum Five Loans

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.0512*** -0.0546*** -0.0691*** -0.0777***
(0.00261) (0.00237) (0.0107) (0.0120)

Observations 2,882,326 2,884,406 2,900,684 2,902,748
R-squared 0.250 0.221 0.090 0.059
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission of
monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth including also mortgage markets where a
given bank made less than 5 loans in the previous period. The data are at the bank-county-
year level from 1994 to 2019. The regression includes a control for Spec (coefficient not
shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data are from the FFIEC
and the FRED. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are
clustered by bank and county. *** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A10: Mortgages Originated to Hold

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.0253*** -0.0271*** -0.0707*** -0.0755***
(0.00332) (0.00284) (0.0166) (0.0167)

Observations 1,002,039 1,009,652 1,040,203 1,047,482
R-squared 0.456 0.406 0.142 0.083
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission of
monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth for the sample of new mortgage lending
originated to hold. The data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019. The
regression includes a control for Spec (coefficient not shown). All other variables are defined
in Tables 2 and 5. The data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects are denoted
at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county. *** indicates
significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A11: Mortgages Originated for Home Purchase

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.00876** -0.0109*** -0.0673*** -0.0695***
(0.00412) (0.00377) (0.0111) (0.0113)

Observations 855,427 864,945 901,025 909,819
R-squared 0.391 0.334 0.166 0.105
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission of
monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth for the sample of new mortgage lending
originated for home purchases. The data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to
2019. The regression includes a control for Spec (coefficient not shown). All other variables
are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects
are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county.
*** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A12: Jumbo Mortgages

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.0319*** -0.0459*** -0.0266** -0.0464***
(0.0121) (0.0109) (0.0131) (0.0130)

Observations 220,600 225,445 244,686 249,205
R-squared 0.458 0.390 0.226 0.156
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission
of monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth for the sample of jumbo mortgages.
The data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019. The regression includes a
control for Spec (coefficient not shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5.
The data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of
the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county. **, *** indicates significance
at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively.
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Table A13: Dependent Variable Logdifference

Log-difference of new mortgage lending
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.0196*** -0.0234*** -0.0830*** -0.0885***
(0.00376) (0.00317) (0.0175) (0.0182)

Observations 1,557,766 1,562,955 1,594,588 1,599,605
R-squared 0.419 0.381 0.163 0.119
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission of
monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth using an alternative specification of new
mortgage lending growth. We measure new mortgage lending growth as the log difference
of new mortgage lending. The data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019.
The regression includes a control for Spec (coefficient not shown). All other variables are
defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects are
denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county. ***
indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A14: Controlling for Growth

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.0280*** -0.0317*** -0.0682*** -0.0717***
(0.00286) (0.00256) (0.0140) (0.0144)

∆FF×Growth 0.00190 0.00222 0.00884* 0.00918*
(0.00186) (0.00199) (0.00509) (0.00515)

Observations 1,395,035 1,400,293 1,428,026 1,433,114
R-squared 0.466 0.424 0.208 0.159
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission of
monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth controlling for the effect of lagged new
mortgage lending growth. The data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019.
The regression includes a control for Spec and Growth (coefficients not shown). All other
variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data are from the FFIEC and the FRED.
Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank
and county. *, *** indicates significance at the 0.1 and 0.01 levels, respectively.
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Table A15: Including entries and exits

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.0383*** -0.0473*** -0.0956*** -0.115***
(0.00325) (0.00303) (0.0141) (0.0159)

Observations 5,967,800 5,968,154 5,975,392 5,975,745
R-squared 0.267 0.253 0.066 0.048
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission
of monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth including entries and exists in local
markets. The data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019. The regression
includes a control for Spec (coefficients not shown). All other variables are defined in
Tables 2 and 5. The data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects are denoted at
the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county. *** indicates
significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A16: Easing of Monetary Policy

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.0144*** -0.0133*** -0.0881*** -0.0882***
(0.00430) (0.00372) (0.0129) (0.0127)

Observations 525,876 527,507 537,731 539,316
R-squared 0.443 0.409 0.260 0.221
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission
of easing of monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth. The data are at the bank-
county-year level from 1994 to 2019. The regression includes a control for Spec (coefficient
not shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data are from the
FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard
errors are clustered by bank and county. *** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A17: Tightening of Monetary Policy

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.00149 -0.0216** -0.0277 -0.0370
(0.0115) (0.00984) (0.0306) (0.0288)

Observations 652,887 654,833 665,346 667,241
R-squared 0.365 0.325 0.178 0.133
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission of
tightening of monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth. The data are at the bank-
county-year level from 1994 to 2019. The regression includes a control for Spec (coefficient
not shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data are from the
FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard
errors are clustered by bank and county. ** indicates significance at the 0.05 level.
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Table A18: Easing and Tightening of Monetary Policy Shocks

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2)

∆FF×Spec -0.187*** -0.132
(0.0284) (0.128)

Observations 844,558 713,208
R-squared 0.450 0.389
Bank-Year FE Y Y
County-Year FE Y Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County
Sample Easing Tightening

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local
specialization on the transmission of monetary policy
shocks to new mortgage lending growth separating eas-
ing and tightening periods. The data are at the bank-
county-year level from 1994 to 2019. The regression
includes a control for Spec (coefficient not shown). All
other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data
are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects are
denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors
are clustered by bank and county. *** indicates signif-
icance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A19: Boom Period

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.0575*** -0.0487*** -0.00617 -0.00212
(0.00993) (0.00866) (0.0277) (0.0269)

Observations 349,281 349,776 354,726 355,212
R-squared 0.397 0.369 0.221 0.189
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission
of monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth from 2003 to 2006. The data are at
the bank-county-year level from 2003 to 2006. The regression includes a control for Spec
(coefficient not shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data are
from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table.
Standard errors are clustered by bank and county. *** indicates significance at the 0.01
level.
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Table A20: Non-boom Period

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.0285*** -0.0306*** -0.0607*** -0.0655***
(0.00334) (0.00285) (0.0135) (0.0148)

Observations 1,208,485 1,213,153 1,239,521 1,244,027
R-squared 0.431 0.391 0.191 0.145
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission of
monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth excluding the sample period of the years
from 2003 to 2006. The data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019, except
for 2003, 2004, 2005, and 2006. The regression includes a control for Spec (coefficient not
shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data are from the FFIEC
and the FRED. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are
clustered by bank and county. *** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A21: Alternative Boom Period

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.0585*** -0.0667*** -0.00787 -0.0199
(0.00820) (0.00697) (0.0261) (0.0262)

Observations 339,808 340,314 345,175 345,663
R-squared 0.394 0.368 0.237 0.208
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission
of monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth from 2002 to 2005. The data are at
the bank-county-year level from 2002 to 2005. The regression includes a control for Spec
(coefficient not shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data are
from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table.
Standard errors are clustered by bank and county. *** indicates significance at the 0.01
level.
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Table A22: Alternative Non-boom Period

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.0267*** -0.0297*** -0.0703*** -0.0771***
(0.00331) (0.00276) (0.0142) (0.0159)

Observations 1,217,958 1,222,617 1,248,969 1,253,474
R-squared 0.431 0.391 0.187 0.141
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission of
monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth excluding the sample period of the years
from 2002 to 2005. The data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019, except
for 2002, 2003, 2004, and 2005. The regression includes a control for Spec (coefficient not
shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data are from the FFIEC
and the FRED. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are
clustered by bank and county. *** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A23: Without Crisis Period

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.0321*** -0.0400*** -0.00634 -0.0181
(0.00363) (0.00318) (0.0167) (0.0193)

Observations 1,339,333 1,344,113 1,371,845 1,376,464
R-squared 0.412 0.372 0.183 0.139
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission
of monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth excluding the sample period of the
years 2007, 2008, and 2009. The data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2019,
except for 2007, 2008, and 2009. The regression includes a control for Spec (coefficient not
shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data are from the FFIEC
and the FRED. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are
clustered by bank and county. *** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A24: 1994-2013

New mortgage lending growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×Spec -0.0288*** -0.0316*** -0.0746*** -0.0799***
(0.00304) (0.00263) (0.0143) (0.0157)

Observations 1,234,411 1,238,333 1,266,019 1,269,816
R-squared 0.441 0.403 0.184 0.139
Bank-Year FE Y Y N N
County-Year FE Y N Y N
Bank FE N N Y Y
County FE N N N Y
Year FE N N N Y
Fipszero FE N Y N Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission of
monetary policy to new mortgage lending growth for an alternative sample period. The
data are at the bank-county-year level from 1994 to 2013. The regression includes a control
for Spec (coefficient not shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The
data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the
table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county. *** indicates significance at the
0.01 level.
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Table A25: Income type

New mortgage lending growth
All Income type 1 Income type 2 Income type 3 Income type 4
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

∆FF×Spec -0.0280*** -0.0201*** -0.0320*** -0.0495*** -0.0427***
(0.00340) (0.00460) (0.00476) (0.00542) (0.00634)

Observations 2,953,142 859,778 750,615 635,286 515,409
R-squared 0.441 0.452 0.483 0.500 0.480
Bank-Year FE Y Y Y Y Y
County-Year-Income FE Y N N N N
County-Year FE N Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the effect of bank’s local specialization on the transmission of monetary policy to new
mortgage lending dividing borrowers into four income categories. The data are at the bank-county-income category-
year level from 1994 to 2019. We define the four income categories using the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles
as cutoffs, corresponding to USD 59’000, USD 90’000, and USD 137’000, respectively. Column (1) includes all
income categories and adds county-year-income fixed effects. Columns (2)-(5) study the effect of the specialization
mechanism for the different subsamples of income categories. The regression includes a control for Spec (coefficient
not shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5. The data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed
effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank and county. *** indicates
significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A26: Aggregate Bank LTI and Monetary Policy

LTI
Baseline Logdifference Average Hold

(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF -0.00260*** -0.00272*** -0.0112*** -0.00550***
(0.000685) (0.000891) (0.000644) (0.000768)

Observations 148,918 148,918 148,918 141,848
R-squared 0.027 0.025 0.033 0.027
Bank FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. Bank Bank Bank Bank

Notes. This table estimates the effect of changes in the Fed funds rate on
bank’s average loan to income (LTI) using different specifications. The data
are at the bank-year level covering the years from 1994 to 2019. LTI is the
bank’s average LTI growth for a given bank and year. Column (1) reports
the result for the weighted average using mortgage loan amounts as weights.
Column (2) reports the result using the log difference of the weighted average
of LTI instead of the growth. Column (3) reports the result using the average
of LTI instead of the weighted average. Column (4) reports the result using
only mortgages to hold instead of to hold and sell. All other variables are
defined in Table 2. The data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed
effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered
by bank. *** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A27: Aggregate County Controlling for Other Market Structure Characteristics
1994-2013

New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×CSpec -0.126*** -0.0117*** -0.00551*** -0.000588
(0.00980) (0.00149) (0.00166) (0.000895)

∆FF×CMktSh -0.00527 -0.0220*** -0.00879*** -0.00521***
(0.0168) (0.00261) (0.00274) (0.00141)

∆FF×C-HHI-Expo -0.0136 0.00359 -0.00327 -0.00678***
(0.0208) (0.00317) (0.00354) (0.00228)

∆FF×C-HHI-Dep 0.0350*** -0.00310** -0.000785 0.00119*
(0.00585) (0.00152) (0.00119) (0.000666)

Observations 53,926 43,891 53,910 53,884
R-squared 0.491 0.507 0.280 0.238
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

Notes. This table estimates regressions of new mortgage lending, HPI, wage, and employment growth
controlling for other market structure characteristics from 1994 to 2013 as additional robustness. The
data are at the county-year level covering the years from 1994 to 2013. Growth of new mortgage lending
is the growth of new mortgage lending originated in a given county and year. HPI growth is the growth
of the house price index in a given county and year. Employment and wage growth are the growth in
total employment and wages in a given county and year, respectively. The regressions include a control
for CSpec, CMktSh, and C-HHI-Expo (coefficients not shown). All other variables are defined in Tables
2 and 9. The data are from the FFIEC, the FRED, the FHFA, and the BLS. Fixed effects are denoted
at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by county. *, **, *** indicate significance at
the 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively.
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Table A28: Aggregate County Including Additional Controls

New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×CSpec -0.159*** -0.0148*** -0.00759*** -0.00140
(0.0103) (0.00152) (0.00166) (0.000891)

Observations 74,831 62,825 74,812 74,810
R-squared 0.499 0.427 0.277 0.243
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Additional Controls Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

Notes. This table estimates regressions of new mortgage lending, HPI, wage, and employment growth
including additional controls. The data are at the county-year level covering the years from 1994 to 2019.
Growth of new mortgage lending is the growth of new mortgage lending originated in a given county and
year. HPI growth is the growth of the house price index in a given county and year. Employment and
wage growth are the growth in total employment and wages in a given county and year, respectively. The
regressions include a control for CSpec (coefficient not shown). The regressions also include a control
for the log of the population in the market, the log of income per capita in the market, the proportion
of securitized mortgages in the market, the growth rate of these variables, and the interactions between
these variables and the difference in the Fed funds rate (coefficients not shown). All other variables are
defined in Tables 2 and 9. The data are from the FFIEC, the FRED, the FHFA, the BEA, and the
BLS. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by county. ***
indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A29: Aggregate County Mortgages To Hold

New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×CSpec -0.0854*** -0.00664*** -0.00215* -0.000382
(0.00741) (0.00100) (0.00121) (0.000656)

Observations 77,521 63,877 77,477 77,433
R-squared 0.274 0.403 0.224 0.217
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

Notes. This table estimates regressions of new mortgage lending, HPI, wage, and employment
growth focusing on the subsample of mortgage originations to hold. The data are at the county-
year level covering the years from 1994 to 2019. Growth of new mortgage lending is the growth
of new mortgage lending originated in a given county and year. HPI growth is the growth of the
house price index in a given county and year. Employment and wage growth are the growth in
total employment and wages in a given county and year, respectively. The regressions include a
control for CSpec (coefficient not shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 9. The
data are from the FFIEC, the FRED, the FHFA, and the BLS. Fixed effects are denoted at the
bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by county. *** and * indicates significance at
the 0.01 and 0.1 levels.
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Table A30: Aggregate County Housing Boom

New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×CSpec -0.243*** -0.0380*** -0.00891 0.0225***
(0.0322) (0.00496) (0.00633) (0.00370)

Observations 12,788 10,753 12,786 12,766
R-squared 0.542 0.596 0.375 0.414
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

Notes. This table estimates regressions of new mortgage lending, HPI, wage, and employment
growth for the years corresponding to the housing boom period as additional robustness. The
data are at the county-year level covering the years from 2000 to 2006. Growth of new mortgage
lending is the growth of new mortgage lending originated in a given county and year. HPI growth
is the growth of the house price index in a given county and year. Employment and wage growth
are the growth in total employment and wages in a given county and year, respectively. The
regressions include a control for CSpec (coefficient not shown). All other variables are defined in
Tables 2 and 9. The data are from the FFIEC, the FRED, the FHFA, and the BLS. Fixed effects
are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by county. *** indicates
significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A31: Aggregate County Non Housing Boom

New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×CSpec -0.142*** -0.00454*** -0.000640 -0.00126
(0.0102) (0.00122) (0.00187) (0.000984)

Observations 65,749 53,355 65,707 65,684
R-squared 0.483 0.395 0.239 0.218
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

Notes. This table estimates regressions of new mortgage lending, HPI, wage, and employment
growth excluding the years corresponding to the housing boom period as an additional robustness.
The data are at the county-year level covering the years from 1994 to 2019 but excluding from
2003 to 2006. Growth of new mortgage lending is the growth of new mortgage lending originated
in a given county and year. HPI growth is the growth of the house price index in a given county
and year. Employment and wage growth are the growth in total employment and wages in a
given county and year, respectively. The regressions include a control for CSpec (coefficient not
shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 9. The data are from the FFIEC, the
FRED, the FHFA, and the BLS. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard
errors are clustered by county. *** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A32: Aggregate County Alternative Housing Boom

New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×CSpec -0.256*** -0.0318*** -0.00651 0.0171***
(0.0259) (0.00412) (0.00516) (0.00302)

Observations 12,775 10,605 12,767 12,758
R-squared 0.582 0.664 0.352 0.398
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

Notes. This table estimates regressions of new mortgage lending, HPI, wage, and employment
growth for an alternative housing boom period as an additional robustness. The data are at the
county-year level covering the years from 2002 to 2005. Growth of new mortgage lending is the
growth of new mortgage lending originated in a given county and year. HPI growth is the growth
of the house price index in a given county and year. Employment and wage growth are the growth
in total employment and wages in a given county and year, respectively. The regressions include
a control for CSpec (coefficient not shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 9.
The data are from the FFIEC, the FRED, the FHFA, and the BLS. Fixed effects are denoted at
the bottom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by county. *** indicates significance at
the 0.01 level.
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Table A33: Aggregate County Alternative Non Housing Boom

New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆FF×CSpec -0.133*** -0.00661*** -0.00148 -0.00137
(0.00993) (0.00117) (0.00180) (0.000942)

Observations 65,759 53,500 65,722 65,689
R-squared 0.484 0.403 0.245 0.221
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

Notes. This table estimates regressions of new mortgage lending, HPI, wage, and employment
growth excluding the years corresponding to an alternative housing boom period as an additional
robustness. The data are at the county-year level covering the years from 1994 to 2019 but
excluding from 2002 to 2005. Growth of new mortgage lending is the growth of new mortgage
lending originated in a given county and year. HPI growth is the growth of the house price index
in a given county and year. Employment and wage growth are the growth in total employment
and wages in a given county and year, respectively. The regressions include a control for CSpec
(coefficient not shown). All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 9. The data are from the
FFIEC, the FRED, the FHFA, and the BLS. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table.
Standard errors are clustered by county. *** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A34: Aggregate County Non Crisis

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES New mortgage growth HPI growth Wage growth Employment growth

∆FF×CSpec -0.0886*** -0.00543*** -0.00109 -0.000867
(0.0111) (0.00106) (0.00172) (0.000940)

Observations 68,944 55,931 68,904 68,873
R-squared 0.487 0.412 0.213 0.210
County FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Fipszero FE Y Y Y Y
Cluster s.e. County County County County

Notes. This table estimates regressions of new mortgage lending, HPI, wage, and employment
growth excluding the years corresponding to the Great Recession as an additional robustness. The
data are at the county-year level covering the years from 1994 to 2019 but excluding from 2007
to 2009. Growth of new mortgage lending is the growth of new mortgage lending originated in a
given county and year. HPI growth is the growth of the house price index in a given county and
year. Employment and wage growth are the growth in total employment and wages in a given
county and year, respectively. The regressions include a control for CSpec (coefficient not shown).
All other variables are defined in Tables 2 and 9. The data are from the FFIEC, the FRED, the
FHFA, and the BLS. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors are
clustered by county. *** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A35: Aggregate Bank Specialization and Monetary Policy Shocks

Bank’s average specialization growth
(1) (2)

MPShock -0.0402*** -0.0400***
(0.00447) (0.00444)

Observations 150,863 151,713
R-squared 0.041 0.001
Bank FE Y N
Cluster s.e. Bank Bank

Notes. This table estimates the effect of monetary policy
shocks on bank’s average specialization growth. The data
are at the bank-year level covering the years from 1994 to
2019. Bank’s average specialization growth is the growth
of bank’s average specialization for a given bank and year.
All other variables are defined in Table 4. The data are
from the FFIEC. Fixed effects are denoted at the bottom
of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank. ***
indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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Table A36: Aggregate Bank Specialization and Monetary Policy: Robustness

Bank’s average specialization growth
(1) (2)

Panel A: Mortgages home purchase
∆FF -0.00567*** -0.00586***

(0.000696) (0.000686)

Observations 140,123 141,029
R-squared 0.033 0.001
Bank FE Y N
Cluster s.e. Bank Bank

Bank’s average specialization growth
(1) (2)

Panel B: Dependent variable logdifference
∆FF -0.00431*** -0.00440***

(0.000617) (0.000610)

Observations 150,863 151,713
R-squared 0.043 0.000
Bank FE Y N
Cluster s.e. Bank Bank

Bank’s average specialization growth
(1) (2)

Panel C: 1994-2013
∆FF -0.00453*** -0.00470***

(0.000577) (0.000573)

Observations 120,450 121,316
R-squared 0.051 0.001
Bank FE Y N
Cluster s.e. Bank Bank

Bank’s average specialization growth
(1) (2)

Panel D: All Institutions
∆FF -0.00498*** -0.00535***

(0.000544) (0.000537)

Observations 169,454 170,930
R-squared 0.053 0.001
Bank FE Y N
Cluster s.e. Bank Bank

Notes. This table estimates the effect of changes in the
Fed funds rate on bank’s average specialization growth
using different specifications for robustness. The data
are at the bank-year level covering the years from 1994
to 2019 for panels A, B, and D and from 1994 to 2013
for panel C. Bank’s average specialization growth is the
growth of bank’s average specialization for a given bank
and year. Panel A examines whether the aggregate bank
specialization result holds using new mortgage lending
originated for home purchases. Panel B measures aggre-
gate bank specialization growth using the log difference.
In panel C we focus on the sample period from 1994 to
2013. Finally, in panel D we extend the sample to all
institutions by including banks and non-depository insti-
tutions. All other variables are defined in Table 2. The
data are from the FFIEC and the FRED. Fixed effects
are denoted at the bottom of the table. Standard errors
are clustered by bank. *** indicates significance at the
0.01 level.
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Table A37: Correlation Matrix: Mechanism

Variables Spec Dist SameMkt

Spec 1.000
Dist -0.612 1.000
SameMkt 0.770 -0.579 1.000

Notes. This table reports the correlation ma-
trix between bank’s local mortgage market
specialization, distance to the bank’s head-
quarters, and an indicator variable that equals
to one in the local market where the bank
is headquartered. The data are at the bank-
county-year level from 1994 to 2019. All other
variables are defined in Tables 2. The data are
from the FFIEC and the FDIC.
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Table A38: Bank Specialization and Informational Asymmetries

Spec
(1) (2)

Dist -0.0762***
(0.00354)

SameMkt 0.321***
(0.00548)

Observations 1,362,255 1,362,781
R-squared 0.666 0.754
Bank-Year FE Y Y
County-Year FE Y Y
Cluster s.e. Bank&County Bank&County

Notes. This table estimates the relationship between
local specialization and the two proxies for informa-
tional asymmetries. The data are at the bank-county-
year level from 1994 to 2019. All other variables are
explained in Table 2 and 14. The data are from the
FFIEC and FDIC. Fixed effects are denoted at the bot-
tom of the table. Standard errors are clustered by bank
and county. *** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.
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